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Summary

This report describes the research efforts that have been done in order to identify important issues

for situations where multiple Intelligent Network (IN) supported services are involved in a single

call of a Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). Moreover the search for solutions to the

problems encountered within this context is supported.

The basic principles of IN, as far as they are needed for this report, are explained with emphasis

on the Distributed Functional Plane (DFP) description of the IN architecture. IN call processing

is described, focusing on the originating and terminating Basic Call State Models (BCSMs) and

the processing of Detection Points (DPs) in these models.

The distributed aspects of a call are considered by means of three types of topologies. In total

sixteen different topologic situations have been identified for calls in which only two IN

supported services are involved.

The main problem encountered in the discussion of multiple IN supported services on a single call

is the service interaction problem. An extensive literature study made obvious that the service

interaction problem as a whole constitutes a large, hard and complex area of research. Interaction

problems related to the Service Switching Functionality (SSF) and the Service Control

Functionality (SCF) of the DFP have been investigated thoroughly and some ideas as a first step

towards a more flexible and dynamic way of service interaction management are discussed. Based

on the several topologic situations a generic functional management model has been derived. This

model is suitable for the analysis of communication aspects between two services involved in the

same call.

The concept of communication between IN supported services has been investigated. In order to

set-up a communication session between two services, a parameter is introduced that can be used

by newly invoked services to contact other services properly. For the transfer of this parameter,

existing signalling protocols need to be adapted. For the exchange of information between

services a direct SCF-SCF interface is proposed. The communication protocol is based on the

principle of a chain of 'Questions & Answers'. This approach seems to be a right step towards a

more flexible way for processing calls in which two IN supported services are involved.
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1. Introduction.

This chapter serves as an introduction to the area of research discussed in this report. It identifies the

problem and the purpose of the project and sets the scope of study. Also the outline of the report is

given.

1.1 Problem definition and purpose.

The only constant in today's world of telecommunication is evolution. Within this framework
telecommunication networks are evolving globally to keep pace with the rapid technological, regulatory
and market changes. The provision of a reliable communication service - the Plain Old Telephony
Service (POTS) - used to be the priority of telecommunication operators. However, with the
introduction of competition in the telecommunications industry it has become evident that in order to
keep abreast of their competitors, telecommunication operators have to identify and satisfy more
specific customer communication needs in a rapid manner.

It is within this context that the Intelligent Network (IN) concept has started to receive serious attention.
The IN does not refer to a network itself, but to a concept which adds new functionality to existing
networks. The IN is aimed at supporting the introduction of new and more sophisticated services in a
rapid, flexible and cost-effective way. As such the basic principle of IN focuses on removing the logic
which controls call processing from the switches in the network and installing it on a separate platform
at a more central location. In this way the service logic does not have to be deployed in every exchange.

This report focuses on services for the Public Switched Telephone Network (pSTN) that can be
provided by IN with advantage over other methods. Examples of such services are Call Forwarding,
Call Screening, Call Waiting, Freephone, Virtual Private Network etc.

With respect to the development, offering and use of services in an IN supported PSTN, four types of
parties can be distinguished: Network operators, service providers, subscribers and users. Network
operators are organizations that own and manage a network while service providers develop and offer
services to a network. Subscribers are those who subscribe to certain services and pay for the offered
services. Users are the persons who really use services.

The standards and implementations that have emerged for IN are mainly focused at the provision of
individual services during a call. This also holds for the IN simulator developed by Ericsson's
Intelligent Network Application Laboratory (lNAL) [.lNSI94]. However, with the rapidly increasing
range of services that can be offered to subscribers, it can be foreseen that in the near future the
situation that more than one service becomes involved in a single call, will increase. Within the
framework of activities of Ericsson's INAL, issues related to offering multiple IN supported services
on a single call have become a significant area of research.

ERICSSON !i -1 -



Multiple IN supported services on a single call

The main problem in this context is fonned by the service interaction problem. This phenomena
appears when two or more services are used together during the same call and interfere with each other
in unacceptable ways. The service interaction problem is a large and complex area of research. As such
the purpose of this project is not so much focused at solving the service interaction problem as a whole
but at supporting the search for solutions towards more flexible ways for handling this problem during

the execution phase.

1.2 Report outline.

Chapter 2 starts with an introduction to Intelligent Networks (IN) in order to provide the reader with
enough relevant information for understanding the rest of the report. In chapter 3 is explained what is
understood with an IN supported service and the Service Life Cycle (SLC). Also the service creation
and invocation flow are described. Chapter 4 is devoted to the call and connection processing in the
DFP. Models for the SSF/CCF and SCF are given and the functionality of their components is
explained. Chapter 5 explains what is meant by multiple IN supported services on a single call and
describes the several topologic situations a call may have. Chapter 6 is devoted to the service
interaction problem, a phenomena that can arise when two or more services become involved in a single
call. Some examples are given and different approaches for addressing service interaction problems are
categorized. Also an overview of existing ways to manage these problems is given. In chapter 7 service
interactions are related to the DFP and more specific to the several topologic situations as identified in
chapter 5. Several problems are indicated and some ideas are given. Chapter 8 describes a generic
functional management model derived from chapter 7. In chapter 9 issues related to communication
between two services involved in a single call are described. Chapter 10 completes this investigation on
multiple IN supported services involved in a single call with conclusions and recommendations.
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2. Intelligent Networks.

This chapter serves as an introduction to Intelligent Networks (IN) for the purpose of providing the

reader enough relevant knowledge for understanding the rest of the report. After a short overview of the

evolutionary path towards an IN and it's international standardization, the objectives, benefits and scope

of IN are discussed. To clarify the architecture of IN, the fourplane IN conceptual model is introduced.

2.1 Introduction.

The developments in telecommunications have come to a point where the Plain Old Telephone
Service (POTS) is no longer sufficient. The interaction between customers' demands and

technology supplies, leads to the enhancement of existing services and to the introduction of new
services. One of the problems with current telecommunication networks is that the introduction of

new services is a very complicated process. The logic that controls the services is mostly
programmed in the switches in the network. This means that when a new service is introduced,

the switch (and maybe all the switches) needs to be upgraded. Such a massive change of switches
is a very costly and time-consuming operation, thus hampering a fast and flexible introduction of
new services. Moreover, network operators depend to a great extent on the switch manufacturer

to perform these changes.

In order to ease the introduction of new services, the concept of Intelligent Networks (IN) has

been developed. The basic principle of IN focuses on removing the logic which controls call
processing from the switches in the network and installing it on a separate platform at a more
central location with the advantage that code does not have to be employed in every switch.

2.2 Evolution towards an IN.

The fIrst 90 years of telephony were essentially devoted to providing high quality Plain Old

Telephone Service (POTS). It was fIrst after the introduction of the Stored-Program Control
(SPC) of switches in the mid-1960s that 'a form of intelligence' arose in the network by which a

family of custom calling services for as well residential as business customers became available.

During the 1970s, the inherent expansion of the network in terms of the number of subscribers
served and the volume of the traffic carried, resulted in the need for Operating Systems (OS) in

order to manage and to maintain the increasingly complexity of the network and the services
offered to its subscribers.
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Multiple IN supported services on a single call

Network intelligence reached a new plateau in the beginning of the 1980s when the introduction

of centralized databases, interconnected by an appropriate signalling network (CCIS), allowed

services that would otherwise be impractical due to the complexity of managing large amounts of

volatile data at every SPC switch.

With the start of the deregulation in 1984 in the US, the telecommunications monopoly was

broken and as a result, competition became to be considered important in order to meet customer
demands for new network services in the best possible way. More precisely, competition between

different operating companies and between public and private networks was anticipated. At the

same time it was envisaged that the telecommunications industry could benefit from advances in

the computer industry by defining suitable interfaces between the transport and control functions

in the network.

The introduction of Signalling System No. 7 (SS7) networks, together with the existing

functionality in the switches and ass laid the foundation for a network architecture named

Intelligent Network (IN) that would provide for robust service provisioning and in which
functionality would be distributed at a variety of nodes on and off the public switched network.

To understand the reasons for the increased interest, support and activities for IN at this moment,

it's worthwhile to consider that the forces which in the evolution of telecommunications networks

until now, have been causing the network to evolve towards an IN, can be seen as both a market

pull and a technology development:

• The telecommunications service providers want to satisfy their existing and potential future

market need for services in a rapid, cost effective and differential way. Moreover, they seek

to improve the quality and reduce the costs for network service operations, administrations

and management.

• Current trends in technology permit (e.g. digital transmission and switching, common channel

signalling, distributed data processing, ATM, optoelectronics, expert systems) and demand

(e.g. improved mobility derived from miniaturization of electronic components) greater

degrees of intelligence and freedom in the allocation of this intelligence in telecommunications

networks.

It is this combination of both technological and marketing challenges and opportunities that

garantees that IN will be successful within the future evolutionary path of telecommunications

networks.
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Chapter 2 Intelligent Networks

2.3 International standardization.

Given the flurry of IN activity world-wide and the needs for IN standardization and evolution, the

telecommunications industry has responded in the International Consultative Committee for

Telephone and Telegraph (CCITT)l with a program of work that addresses global international

IN standards and a framework for the standardized evolution of IN. This led at the beginning of

1993 to the approval of the fIrst group of standards named Capability Set 1 (CS-l) [Q. 12lx]. In

CS-l the general aspects of IN have been worked out for a specifIc set of services. At the moment

work is focused on Capability Set 2 (CS-2).

In addition, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) has used the same

methodology and working organization. On one hand ETSI has contributed to the defmition of the

lTV standards giving the European position and on the other hand it has produced its own

standards derived from lTV recommendations by adapting them to the European requirements.

2.4 Objectives, benefits and scope.

In this paragraph the characteristics of the IN architectural concept will be described in terms of

it's objectives, benefIts and scope.

2.4.1 Objectives.

The main objectives of the IN architectural concept can be stated from the point of view of
standardization bodies, network operators, service providers and subscribers by means of the
following keywords:

• Speed & modularity - Increase the service velocity to enable a market-driven, rapid
introduction of new services from conception to deployment and the reduction of costs by
maximizing the modularity of services; i.e. using reusable standard software components.

• Enhancement - Broaden the range of existing services to go beyond the traditional voice and
data bearer services to a much broader range, including information services, broadband and
multimedia bearer capabilities.

1ccm has become ITU (International Telecommunications Union) in 1993.
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Multiple IN supported services on a single call

• Independence & customization - Introduce a service-independent capability platform for
service creation and customization in such a way that service providers can defme their own
services independent of service-specific developments by equipment suppliers.

• Management - Enable network operators to manage their networks, independent of network
specific developments by equipment suppliers as well as service providers to manage their
services in an efficient and flexible way.

• Distribution - Enable network operators to allocate functionality and resources within their
networks as a result of the desire to share data and distribute application processing among
network elements.

• Standardization - Support standard protocols and interfaces so that in a multivendor,
competitive environment it will be ensured that services work correctly and consistently on
any vendor's equipment and across several vendors' equipment.

• Compatibility & Evolution - IN should provide the ease of evolution to network operators'

long-term architecture visions; Le. the deployable technology must interwork with and evolve

from existing networks since those can't be replaced within a short period of time.

It should be mentioned here that these seven key objectives are not independent from each other

but that the target IN architectural concept should fulfIl all these objectives in the best possible

way.

2.4.2 Benefits.

With regard to the key objectives of the IN architectural concept listed in the preceding

paragraph, some of the benefits of achieving the IN targets are stipulated below:

• Fast service introduction will allow the service provider to be more responsive to its end
customers, both in terms of timeliness and also flexibility to customize services to meet their
needs.

• Fast service introduction will lead to a substantial increase in the number and flexibility of

revenue generating services, which will in tum fuel the network usage, expansion and

modernization. Thus in an IN the end customer, the service provider and the network operator
all benefit.

• At the same time, fast service introduction will spur a greater number of service offerings
both on the part of the network operator and service providers.
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Chapter 2 Intelligent Networks

• The cost of service provisioning will be reduced via the reusable software supporting the fast

service introduction capability and via flexible deployment (e.g. a central database can serve

a wide area ubiquitously, or an attached processor can be specially deployed for a customized

service).

• IN provides the ability to easily incorporate new technologies as new nodes in the network

(e.g. voice recognition) and thereby provide customers the opportunity to share in the benefits

of the latest technologies.

2.4.3 Scope.

The scope of IN contains a wide variety of networks including the Public Switched Telephone

Network (PSTN), mobile networks (e.g. GSM), the Packet Switched Public Data Network

(PSPDN), private networks and the Integrated Services Digital Network (both Narrowband

ISDN (N-ISDN) and Broadband -ISDN (B-ISDN». In fact, IN itself should not be considered a

network, but is more of an architectural upper layer on existing and future networks. This is

visualized in figure 2.1.

• Fig. 2.1 Scope of IN.

IN supports a wide variety of services, including supplementary services and utilizes existing and

future bearer services (e.g. those defmed in N-ISDN and B-ISDN contexts).

At this moment standardization mainly focus on the application of IN in Public Switched

Networks and to a lesser extent on the application in private networks and Narrowband-ISDN.

Within this context, this report takes the PSTN together with the services that can be provided by

such a network, as a starting point for the area of research.
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2.5 The IN architecture.

The attainment of the targets imposed by Intelligent Network requisites can be seen as set out

through two complementary approaches:

• Bottom-Up (or 'Network Driven') - This approach focuses on modelling the capabilities of
the existing networks in terms of functional and physical architectures that could evolve to

the target IN architecture.

• Top-Down (or 'Service Driven') - This approach focuses on deriving the network functions
beginning from the identified services.

The combined use of these approaches guarantees on one hand that the architecture defined

contains the functions needed to support the services and on the other hand that these functions
are supported by the existing network models. The tool used to model the Intelligent Network
functions according to the 'Top-Down' approach mentioned above, is the Intelligent Network
Conceptual Model (INCM) [Q. 1201] as depicted in figure 2.2 on the next page.

This model has a fourplane representation which shows IN as an integrated framework, within
which all other IN concepts are identified, characterized and related to each other. Each plane

describes the network from a different point of view and at a different level of abstraction. The
four planes are related in that elements of a plane can be mapped onto elements of a lower plane.

The viewpoints range from abstract, service-oriented to concrete, network-oriented. The four
planes as visualized in figure 2.2 are called:

• Service Plane (SP) - This plane describes service aspects and is of primary interest to service
users and service providers. It describes services from a user perspective, independent of how
the service is implemented or provisioned in the network.

• Global Functional Plane (GFP) - This plane describes global functional aspects and is of
main interest to service designers. The network is viewed as a monolithic entity from this
plane.

• Distributed Functional Plane (DFP) - This plane describes distributed functional aspects
and is of primary interest to network designers and providers. It describes the functional
architecture of an IN-structured network in terms of units of network functionality.

• Physical Plane (PP) - This plane describes physical aspects and is of main interest to

network operators and equipment providers. It describes the physical architecture alternatives

for an IN-structured network in terms of potential physical systems in a network and
interfaces between physical entities.
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• Fig. 2.2 The IN conceptual model.
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2.6 The Service Plane.

The service plane represents an exclusively service-oriented view, containing no information

whatsoever regarding the actual implementation of the services in the network. All that is

perceived is the network's service-related behaviour as seen e.g. by a service user. At this point it

is valuable to consider the defInition of a service and service feature within the IN context as

stated by the lTV recommendations [Q. 1202]:

• Service· A service is a stand-alone commercial offering to customers in order to satisfy a
telecommunication requirement, characterized by one or more core service features and can

be optionally enhanced by other service features. Part of the service used by customers may

be provided or managed by other customers of the network.

• Service feature (SF) • A service feature is a specifIc aspect of a service that can also be used

in conjunction with other services or service features as part of a commercial offering. It is

either a core part of a service or an optional part offered as an enhancement to a service.

Within the service plane, services are thus decomposed into one or more service features which

represent the lowest level of description in this plane. It was found that in practice no clear

distinction is made between the defInitions of a service and a service feature. Moreover, this

distinction may depend on the context and not seldom the term 'service' is used as a synonym for

'service feature'. However, this discussion is out of the scope of this report.

In addition to usual telecommunications services, the service plane also contains services that are

related to management. These services provide IN management aspects of (telecommunication)

services and are therefore also called 'service-management services'. Examples of such services

are:

• Enabling customers to exercise some control and get feedback on their use of the network.
For instance, it may imply the collection of charging or statistics information.

• Providing customer control on its own service prof11e. The extent of customer control may be
so important that the customer may literally create its own telecommunications service.

• Enabling network operators to perform activities such as service deployment, service
provisioning, service control, billing and service monitoring.

However, in the CS-l recommendations no services and the service features to be used for such

IN management aspects have been defmed but are targeted for the ongoing CS-2
recommendations.
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Chapter 2 Intelligent Networks

2.7 The Global Functional Plane.

The Global Functional Plane (GFP) is located between the Service Plane and the Distributed

Functional Plane plane as illustrated in figure 2.2. It models an IN-structured network as a single

entity from a global or network-wide point of view. The two objectives of the Global Functional

Plane can be stated as follows:

• Identification of the basic network capabilities in terms of network-wide functions.

• Modelling the identified services and service features in the Service Plane by combining the
above mentioned network-wide functions.

The services and service features identified in the Service Plane are redefmed in terms of

network-wide functions. These network-wide functions introduce the concept of service and

technology independence by decoupling the services from the technology on which they are

provided. As such they are named Service Independent Building blocks (SIBs).

2.7.1 Service Independent Building Blocks.

By defmition, a Service Independent Building Block (SIB) is a standard reusable network-wide

capability residing in the Global Functional Plane used to create services and service features [Q.
1203]. SIBs can be seen to be of a global nature and therefore their detailed realization is not

considered at this level of the INCM but can be found in the Distributed Functional Plane and the

Physical Plane as will be described later on. Several SIBs can be chained together in various

combinations to realize services and service features in the Service Plane. The capability that is

offered by a SIB is described by a set of SIB operations that may be invoked by a SIB. Each such

a SIB operation defmes a function that can be performed, related to the SIB capability. Complex

SIBs are defmed on the basis of several operations that allow the control of the activity performed

by the SIB.

The individual SIBs are defmed by using a standard methodology in order to allow that they can

be supported by multi-vendor IN products and because service designers should have a common

understanding of SIBs. Each SIB has one logical starting point ,and one or more logical end

points. The data that is required by a SIB is defmed by two general data parameters:

• Dynamic data parameters . These dynamic data parameters are called Call Instance Data

(CID) and exist only during the execution of a service feature. Their value changes with each

call instance. This CID is used to specify call specific details like calling or called line

information.
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• Static data parameters - These static data parameters are called Service Support Data
(SSD) and exist beyond the service execution. Their value is fixed for all service instances.
The SSD is used to defme data parameters which are specific to the service feature

description.

A graphical representation is used to describe the input, the operations and the output of a SIB as
illustrated in figure 2.3. As can be noticed from the figure, CID parameters may be input as well

as output of a SIB. In this way data can be transferred by means of common CID parameters

between subsequently executed SIBs. The logical starting point contains no parameters and is

only used to trigger the SIB. For supporting a specific service or service feature, SIBs can be
chained by means of their logical starting and ending points.

Logic start

SSD

CID input I CI D
parameters ,

• Fig. 2.3 Graphical representation of a SIB.

Logic end

2.7.2 The Basic Call Process.

The Basic Call Process (BCP) is a special SIB which provides basic call capabilities. It may

receive instructions to connect or disconnect parties, or to retain a call or call attempt in the

network until it can be completed. IN supported services and service features are represented
through the use of chains of SIBs connected to the BCP SIB. The interface points between the

BCP SIB and the chains of SIBs are described as Points Of Initiation (pals) and Points Of
Return (paR) with the following defmitions:

• Point Of Initiation (POI) • The POI is the BCP functional launching point from which a
chain of SIBs is started.

• Point Of Return (POR) • The paR identifies the functional point in the BCP where a chain
of SIBs terminates.
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The BCP may, and probably will, have more than one POI and POR. These POls and PORs are

related to specific points in which the BCP can remain. A POI, when used, will be connected to

the logical start of a SIB. The chain of SIBs executes the IN service. From the moment of

launching, the BCP will remain in its present state until the chain of SIBs ends at a POR. Non-IN

supported services are processed in the BCP itself; Le. no POI will be used.

2.7.3 The Global Service Logic.

The Global Service Logic (GSL) can be considered as the 'glue' that defmes the order in which

SIBs will be chained together to accomplish services. Each instance of Global Service Logic is

(potentially) unique to each individual call, but uses common elements like POls, PORs, SIBs

and input and output data parameters (SSD and CID) for each of these SIBs.

Based upon the functionality of these common elements, the Global Service Logic will 'chain

together' these elements to provide a specific service. A graphical illustration of the

POI/PORlBCP functionality and the operation of the GSL is shown in figure 2.4. This figure

shows that specific SIB chains launched from a designated POI in the BCP, are activated in a

particular order and returned to the appropriate PORs, as required by the GSL. To avoid

complexity, the SIB parameters are not shown in this figure.

Global Selvice Logic

• Fig. 2.4 POI/POR/BCP functionality and GSL operation.

2.8 The Distributed Functional Plane.

With the Distributed Functional Plane (DFP) the distribution aspects of the higher Global

Functional Plane are described. This is accomplished by specifying the elements of the GFP in

terms of elements of the DFP in such a way that the distribution aspects of the elements of the

GFP become clear.
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2.8.1 The IN Functional Model.

An architecture, named the IN Functional Model (lNFM), is used to show the grouping of the

elements of the DFP, their relations and actions [Q. 1204]. In the next figure, this IN Functional

Model is depicted.

CCAF Call Control Agent Function

CCF Call Control Function

SCEF SeMce Creation Environment Function

SCF Service Control Function

SDF Service Data Function

SMAF SeMce Management Aocess Function

SMF SeMce Management Function

SRF Service Resource Function

SSF SeMce Swlching Function

• Fig. 2.5 The IN functional model.

Functional Entities (PEs), represented by ovals in the model, have been defmed to represent the

distributed view in the IN Functional Model. Such a PE can be seen as a unique group of

functions in a single location and a subset of the total set of functions required for providing a

service. Thus PEs alone or together provide the higher level service. Furthermore, the PEs have

been given special names corresponding to the kind of functions they perform. The SIBs of the

GFP are modelled in this plane by a sequence of particular Functional Entity Actions (PEAs)

performed in the PEs. An example of such an action could be the prompt/play_announcement for

interaction with users.

Next to the description of the PEs, also a dynamic view of the way the several PEs may interact

with each other during the execution of a service or service feature is given in the IN Functional

Model. Such interactions between communicating pairs of PEs are termed Information Flows

(lFs) and are indicated by lines in the model of figure 2.5.

The several types of PEs that are identified in the distributed functional architecture according to

the ITU recommendations [Q. 1204] are described on the next page.
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Call control related FEs.

• CCAF or Call Control Agent Function • The CCAF provides access for users. It is the

interface between the user and the network call control functions. It interacts with the user to

establish, maintain, modify and release a call or instance of service (by accessing the service

providing capabilities of the CCF, using service requests (e.g. set-up, transfer, hold)). When

received from the CCF, indications relating to the call or service are relayed to the user.

• CCF or Call Control Function· The CCF provides call/connection processing and control

in the classic sense (exchange in the original network on which IN is implemented). It

establishes, manipulates and releases call/connection instances as requested by the CCAF and

is capable of associating and relating CCAFs involved in a particular call and/or connection

instance. Moreover it provides trigger mechanisms on the basis of trigger tables to access IN

functionality (passing of events to the SSp).

• SSF or Service Switching Function· The SSF is associated with the CCF and provides the

set of functions required for interaction between the CCF and a SCF. These are the

recognition of service control triggers and the signalling between the CCF and the SCF.

Furthermore it modifies call/connection processing functions in the CCF when the SCF

requests to do so (for IN provided services).

• SRF or Specialized Resources Function· ·The SRF provides the resources that are required

for interaction with the user during the execution of IN provided services (OTMF receivers,

announcements, speech recognition, conference bridges etc.).

Service control related FEs.

• SCF or Service Control Function· The SCF contains the logic and processing capabilities

to command call control functions in the processing of IN provided and/or custom service

requests. Therefore it interacts with the SSF/CCF, the SRF and the SOF as required. Also

interactions with other SCFs can take place, although this is out of the scope of CS-l.

• SDF or Specialized Database Function· The SOF contains both customer and network data

for real-time access by the SCF in the execution of an IN provided service. It interfaces and

interacts with other SOFs if necessary, but this is considered to be out of the scope of CS-l.
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Service management related FEs.

• SCEF or Service Creation Environment Function - The SCEF allows services provided in

IN to be defmed, developed, tested and input to the SMF. The output of this function involves

amongst others service logic, service trigger infonnation and a service data template.

• SMAF or Service Management Agent Function - The SMAF provides the interface

between service managers and the SMF, so they can manage their services (through access to

the SMF).

• SMF or Service Management Function - The SMF allows on one hand the deployment and

provision of IN services and on the other hand the support of ongoing operation. For a given

service it co-ordinates different SCF and SOF instances; e.g. billing and statistics infonnation

is received from the SCFs and made available to authorized service managers through the

SMAF; also the modifications in the service data are distributed in the SOFs. The SMF

manages, updates and/or administers service related infonnation in the SRF, SSF and CCF.

At this moment the SMF, SMAF and the SCEF are not defmed in the CS-l recommendations

[Q.1212], but are targeted in future work.

2.8.2 Relationship between FEs.

In support of the execution of a specific IN-supported service feature, it is most likely that FEs in

the Oistributed Functional Plane must invoke capabilities provided by other FEs (e.g. the SCF

must invoke capabilities provided by the SSF). In order for one FE (tenned the client FE) to

invoke the capabilities provided by another FE (tenned the server FE), a relationship must be

established between the two FEs concerned.

A relationship between two Functional Entities can only be established by the client FE, though

both FEs can act as clients under different circumstances. In the fonner case, for example, the

relationship between the SCF and the SOF to retrieve or update infonnation can only be

established at the request of the SCF. However, in the latter case of the SCF-SSF relationship,

this may be established at the request of either FE (e.g. by the SCF to request the SSF to initiate a

call, or by the SSF to request call processing instructions from the SCF). A relationship between

two FEs can be terminated by either of the two FEs concerned. Finally, it should be mentioned,

that one FE may have more than one relationship established simultaneously with other FEs.
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2.9 The Physical Plane.

The physical aspects of IN-structured networks are modelled by the Physical Plane (PP) of the IN

Conceptual Model. The model identifies the different Physical Entities (PEs) and protocols that

may exist in real IN-structured networks. It also indicates which PEs of the DFP are implemented

in which PEs and thus determine the behaviour of that PE. Each FE must be mapped onto one

PE, but each PE may consist of more than one FE. However, the combinations are not random.

2.9.1 Physical Entities.

The names of the PEs depend on the FEs they contain, e.g. a Service Switching Point (SSP)

containing the SSF, a Service Management Point (SMP) containing the SMF etc. Possible

combinations are for example a Service Switching Control Point (SSCP) containing the CCAF,

CCF, SSF, SCF and SDF, or a Service Node (SN) containing the CCF, SSF, SCF, SDF and

SRF. The specialised resources represented by the SRF can also be contained in a so-called

Intelligent Peripheral (IP).

2.9.2 The Intelligent Network Application Protocol.

In case two FEs need to communicate with each other, the information flows that are defmed in
the DFP are implemented in the PP through a standardized OSI-based application layer protocol,

named the Intelligent Network Application Protocol (INAP). The PEs communicate by

operations, which are messages exchanged between them. The protocol for the exchange of these

messages can be an existing protocol such as lTU's Signalling System No.7 (SS7) at the

Network Node Interface (NNI) or DSS 1 at the User Network Interface (UNI). Operations

represent the IFs in the DFP and consist of several arguments.

Within a PE a state machine is maintained for every call by the PE management entity. When an

operation arrives at the PE, the management entity transforms it into events for the state machine.

Arrival of an operation will lead the state machine to a new state, which may result in an

outgoing message to another PE. This message is also formed by the PE management entity.
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2.10 Summary and conclusions.

In this chapter an overview of IN was presented to the reader. IN is an architectural concept for

all telecommunications networks, being in fact an overlay on those networks. It aims at a service

and network implementation independent provision of services in a multi-vendor environment.

Thus, it becomes a means to quickly respond to market needs for new supplementary services

based on more flexibility and new capabilities.

The fourplane IN conceptual model (lNCM) was presented, showing four different abstract ways

to look at IN. The IN functional model (INFM) is derived of the Distributed Functional Plane
(DFP) and identifies the specific elements and their relationships that are necessary to support the

objectives of IN.
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3. IN supported services.

This chapter starts by explaining what is understood with an IN supported service. Next the concept of

the Service Life Cycle is introduced to the reader in order to get a clear overview of the several steps a

service can encounter. By means of an example case, the service creation and invocation flow of an IN

supported service are clarified. Finally, the formal specification of services is mentioned.

3.1 Introduction.

In general, an IN can be seen as primarily a network concept that aims for the support of

supplementary seIVices that enhance the basic seIVices in a certain network. Such supplementary
seIVices can only be provided in combination with the basic seIVices. In this report, the IN

concept is targeted at the PSTN. In this respect, the IN concept is applied to the support of
supplementary seIVices for the basic seIVice of the PSTN; i.e. the Plain Old Telephone SeIVice

(POTS). Therefore it is worthwhile to defme what is understood by an IN supported seIVice in the

context of this report:

• IN supported service - An IN supported seIVice is a supplementary seIVice of which the

creation, implementation and management is supported by the IN capabilities of an IN

structured PSTN.

In CS-l the general aspects of IN have been worked out for a specific set of seIVices that should
be supported by an IN structured PSTN. To give the reader an idea, these seIVices are listed in
the next table. For a more detailed description of these seIVices is referred to the CS-l

recommendations [Q. 1211].

• Table 3.1 Services identified for IN C8-1.
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3.2 The Service Life Cycle concept.

In general services can be seen as being basically just software components that are used in

controlling the switches of telecommunications networks. Like software, these services are

created in a number of steps which can be represented by means of the Service Life Cycle (SLC)

concept [Aggo94, Kast94]. This SLC concept is introduced for creating a common understanding

and common terminology when discussing services.

The Service Life Cycle is defmed independently of the services and describes the set of phases a

service can go through during its 'life'. During each phase, activities are identified that can be

undertaken by the several actors involved like service providers, network operators, service

subscribers etc. A graphical representation of this Service Life Cycle is shown in figure 3.1 .

• Fig. 3.1 Graphical representation of the Service Life Cycle.

The Service Life Cycle model presented here is generic and therefore it may have to be

specialised in specific cases by adding and/or refming phases, to meet the needs of particular

classes of services. In addition, although the phases are sequential in time, the actual life cycle of

a service may return from a given phase to a previous one. For example, if the service validation

stage fails, the service may go back to the service creation phase. This cyclic nature is not

explicitly shown in figure 3.1. Also the figure shows that the Service Life Cycle is split up into

two parts, each containing several phases:

• Service Creation Environment (SCE) - The phases of the Service Life Cycle in this part

apply to services as a whole.

• Service Execution Environment (SEE) - The phases of the Service Life Cycle in this part

apply to service instances; Le. a particular combination of service logic and service data that

is active for only one specific service subscriber.
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3.2.1 The Service Creation Environment.

In the Service Creation Environment (SCE), a service will be described at several levels of

abstraction, from a high level view to an implementation code, thereby providing more and more

details of the service at each level. Within the SCE the following phases can be identified:

• Need analysis - The initiative to create a new telecommunication service which is supported
by IN capabilities may be either taken by the service provider or by a customer. From the

creation point of view, two types of services can be distinguished:

• Generic services - These services are created to suit the needs of a variety of

subscribers. The creation of generic services is market driven and when deployed, the

services may be offered to all customers without modification or may be parameterised

for the needs of a specific service subscriber; i.e. a service instance unique to the

customer is generated.

• Tailored services - These services are created to initially suit the need of one single

subscriber only. This may be considered to be a joint initiative between the service

provider and customer and occurs when the requirements of the customer cannot be met

through the parameterisation of an existing generic service. This results in the need for

the creation of a new service type. However, this tailored service has the potential to

become generic if, during the creation process, parameterisation options are included.

• Service creation - In this phase the service requirements collected at the need analysis phase
are transformed into service specifications and a high level design by means of a detailed and

precise defmition of how the new service should behave. Such a defmition emphasizes what a

service will do and not on how it should be implemented. The defmition may be in formal or

informal terms. The specification should provide a formal and unambiguous description of

the service and indicate what the service does and how it can be achieved (implemented).

These specifications are tested to verify whether the service specifications satisfy the service

needs.

Next, a transformation of the high level design is made into the development or the re-use of

the necessary software components (SIBs) required to realize that design. During this

transformation, decisions have to be made whether existing SIBs can be used, maybe have to

be modified or, when existing SIBs do not suffice to build the new service, new ones may

have to be developed (only allowed if there's no impact on the physical elements).

• Service validation - In this phase the newly developed service is rigorously tested to validate
that the resulting service completely satisfies the specification. This includes traditional

software debugging and testing, as well as validating in a stand-alone mode the correctness of

the implementation.
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3.2.2 The Service Execution Environment.

As described previously, the phases of the Service Life Cycle in the Service Execution

Environment (SEE) are related to an instance of a service. The several phases that can be

identified in the SEE are:

• Deployment - In this phase the service logic and service data are downloaded into the
appropriate network elements and also the management functions and the management data is

installed in the network. At this point the service is not subscribed, but can be considered to

be in a dormant state.

• Subscription - A formal agreement is drawn up between the customer and the service
provider, i.e. the service is made available to the end-users. However, data necessary to the

service is not yet recorded. Subscription may require a return to the deployment phase if
additional resources (such as a line card) need to be procured, installed and activated for the

customer. Subscription may also involve some customisation of the service.

• Pararneterisation - Parameterisation can be subdivided into two groups, general and

subscriber parameterisation:

• General parameterisation - General parameterisation deals with setting general data

parameters that are involved in all service instances (thus by all subscriptions). For

example the service provider or network operator may change the allowed maximum

number of retries for entering a PIN code from three to two times.

• Subscriber pararneterisation - Subscriber parameterisation involves the setting of

certain service data parameters in such a way that particular needs of a the service

subscriber are fulfilled. For example a list with phone numbers.

• Activation - Service activation is the action where the service subscriber makes the service
ready to be invoked.

• Invocation - A request for the service has been received as the result of the detection of a
certain telecommunication event and therefore the service will be executed.

• Withdrawal - This phase includes all the activities required to remove the service from the

network. Also the contract entered by the service subscriber with the service provider is
cancelled.
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3.2.3 OCS Service Life Cycle example.

As an example for the several phases of the Service Life Cycle that a service will go through

during its life, the Originating Call Screening (OCS) service is considered in the following table.

The OCS service blocks calls based on the number dialled. In case the subscriber dials a number

that is present in his screening list, no call will be set up.

• Table 3.2 OCS Service Life Cycle.
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3.3 Service creation and invocation flow.

In this paragraph it will be clarified how the creation and invocation processes of an IN supported

service can be seen within the framework of the physical architecture of an IN. As an example,

the architecture as shown in figure 3.2 is considered. This physical architecture is based on the IN

Functional Model (INCM) as described in chapter 2. As can be seen an SCF and an SDF are

integrated in the same SCPo The depicted SSP contains an SSF, a CCF as well as a CCAF

because it is considered to be a local exchange.

seEP

(a): Service specifications inPIA

(b): SLP transfer

(e): SLP downloBd

(1): IN call processiro required
(2): SSP notifies SCP

(3): SLP execution

(4): SDF access • neceSS8/Y
(5): EJcchange of operations

SMP

(3)

(4)

• Fig. 3.2 Physical architecture for clarifying the service creation and execution flow.

The service creation flow for an IN supported service starts with planning and designing of the

service specifications using the SCEP. Next these service specifications are transformed into both

a Service Logic Program (SLP) and the corresponding service data. A SLP is created on behalf

of the customer and therefore the service and it consists of service execution logic, statistics logic,

database logic, charging logic etc. Mterwards testing is performed. These steps correspond to the

several phases in the Service Creation Environment of the Service Life Cycle as described in

paragraph 3.2.1. The SLP and the service data are downloaded into the SCP by means of the

SMP. The service contracts with the several subscribers are also handled in this SMP. After the

conclusion of the contracts, the necessary subscriber data is downloaded by the SMP to the SCP

and the SSP (e.g. the bankaccount number to be charged).

After the service creation flow is completed, services are ready to be invoked and executed. The

service invocation flow (indicated by the numbers in figure 3.2) is used to show the several steps

that have to be performed during the invocation of an IN supported service. In case of an IN-call,

the SSF 'recognizes' that IN call processing is required. This recognition, may for example, be
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derived from the particular number dialled number or from an error-code such as 'called user

busy'. The SSF then suspends normal call processing and an operation is sent to the SCP to

notify the SCF of such a recognition. As a result the SCP takes over control of the call and starts

. to execute the relevant SLP. During the execution of the SLP, the SCF may access the

database(s) of the SDF in case extra data is necessary or a SRF (not depicted in figure 3.2) in

case interaction with the user is needed. Several operations are exchanged by the SCP to the SSP

in order to perform the necessary interaction between the SSP and the SCP according to the

execution of the SLP in the SCPo Mter the SCP has completed the SLP, call control is returned

to the SSP and the call is handled like a normal (non-IN) call. In between, the SCF may have

translated the dialled number into a new number after an announcement was played to the caller.

This report focuses on issues that are related to the execution of services. Within this context the

invocation phase of the Service Execution Environment (SEE) and the service invocation flow as

described above are of importance. However, it should be taken in mind that this invocation phase

is part of the complete Service Life Cycle and therefore can't be seen without taken into account

aspects of the other phases. One important aspect closely related to the execution of services, is

their specification because such a specification implies how the service will be executed.

3.4 Formal specification of services.

As already described in paragraph 3.2.1, a translation of the service requirements into service

specifications has to be made during the service creation phase of the service life cycle. However,

developing an unambiguous, implementable, complete and consistent service specification that

meets the service requirements is a nontrivial task as the following problems have to be taken into

account [Feke93]:

• Independent parties will be involved in the specification, design and implementation of

services and as a result often no common knowledge of services will be available.

• Like most real-life applications, the initial service requirements are often ambiguous and as a

result the service requirements have to be refmed after the initial specification. Moreover,

consultation between the service designers and the requirement providers will be necessary

for clarifying such ambiguities and ensuring a common understanding of the requirements

between the two parties.

• The number of services introduced in the network will increase and at the same time they are
becoming more and more complex. Besides, the introduction speed of services has to be

reduced.
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Within the context of the above, the formalization of specifications can be a useful method for

developing an unambiguous service specification that meets the service requirements. As such,

formal specification uses a formal specification language to write a service specification that

meets the service requirements. The inherent advantages of formal specification can be

summarized as follows:

• With formal specification, more precise specifications and improved methods for integrating
independently conceived and specified services into a unified design are possible.

• Formalisation allows a better understanding of the real expected requirements and of the
behaviour of the services (especially in the case of different versions or options of the

service).

• The translation of the service requirements into formal specification languages often helps the
service designers to identify the ambiguities in the service requirements.

• Formal specifications facilitate the exchange of information between,different actors and can

be used to improve consistency during standardisation.

In literature several languages can be found that are used for formal specification of services

within the framework of IN. Without going into details SDL, LOTOS and Z are mentioned here.

Such a language for formal specification of services can be used to mechanize the support for

service specification analysis and verification of the implementability. This will be necessary

because it is difficult to manually analyze the specifications of many existing services.

3.5 Summary and conclusions.

This report focuses on IN supported services; i.e. supplementary services of which the creation,

implementation and management is supported by the IN capabilities of an IN structured PSTN.

For creating an unambiguous understanding and terminology when discussing such services, the

Service Life Cycle (SLC) concept was introduced. It is the basis for describing the several phases

involved during the complete life of any service, in a service independent manner. This SLC can

be broken down into a Service Creation Environment (SCE) and a Service Execution

Environment (SCE). The service creation and invocation flow describe how the creation,

implementation and execution of an IN supported service is handled within the framework of the

physical architecture of an IN. Finally, it was indicated that formal specification methods for

services will be necessary in order to be able to develop unambiguous, implementable, complete

and consistent service specifications.
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4. IN call processing.

In this chapter the call processing aspects within the several Functional Entities in the DFP that are

involved in a call are examined in order to get a better understanding of how IN call and connection

processing is handled in an IN structured network. Therefore models for the SSF/CCF and SCF are

introduced and the functionality of their components is described.

4.1 Introduction.

In general, the processing of an IN supported call encompasses the call and connection processing

in the SSF/CCF, the process of service logic execution in the SCF and the use of supporting

resources and data in the SRF and SOF respectively. In the context of this report, the most

important Functional Entities of the OFP that are involved in the execution of an IN supported

service are the SSF/CCF and the SCF. Therefore the SOF and SRF will be further left out of

consideration.

The call processing aspects in the SSF/CCF include setting up and maintaining the call. They

also include the information associated with the call, such as dialled digits, routing information

and billing information. The connection processing aspects in the SSF/CCF include the

communication paths to the parties involved in the call and the interconnection of these paths.

Paragraph 4.2 describes the model for the SSF/CCF that is used for call modelling as given by

the CS-l recommendations. The model used for representing the modelling of service logic

aspects in the SCF is described in paragraph 4.4.

4.2 The SSF/CCF model.

The model for the SSF/CCF, as identified within CS-l recommendations [Q. 1214], is shown in

figure 4.1 on the next page. It shows the SSF/CCF model for a service logic instance related to

the calling or called party. The purpose of the model is to provide a framework for call modelling

subjects with respect to the SSF/CCF.
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• Fig. 4.1 SSF/CCF model for separate service logic instances.

Below, a short description is given of some important aspects of this SSF/CCF model:

• Basic Call Manager (BCM) - This entity is located in the CCF. It provides an abstraction of

a part of a switch that implements basic call and connection control to establish and

interconnect communication paths for users. Also it detects basic call and control events that

can lead to the invocation of IN service logic instances or should be reported to already active

IN service logic instances. Finally, it manages CCFISSF resources required to support basic

call and connection control.

• IN-Switching Manager (IN-SM) - This entity is located in the SSF and it interacts with the

SCF in ~e course of providing IN service features to the users. Therefore it provides the SCF

with an observable view of SSF/CCF call/connection processing activities and provides the

SCF with access to the SSF/CCF capabilities and resources. It also detects IN

call/connection processing events that should be reported to active IN service logic instances

and manages SSF resources required to support IN service logic instances. Briefly

summarized, this entity passes information to and from the BCM.

• Feature Interactions Manager (FIM) I Call Manager (CM) - This entity is also located in

the SSF. It provides mechanisms to support multiple concurrent instances of IN service logic

instances and non-IN service logic instances on a single call. Also it can prevent multiple

instances of both types of service logic from being invoked.
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In the SSF/CCF model, processes and resources are functionally separated in order to isolate

service logic instances related to the calling party from service logic instances related to the called

party for the same call. Within the scope of CS-l, it is important to note that there is no

functionality in the SSF for handling service interactions between the separate SSF calling party

processes and the SSF called party processes.

In the next paragraphs the three above mentioned parts of the SSF/CCF model will be described

in more detail. In particular, the aspects of the BCM will be emphasized.

4.2.1 The Basic Call Manager.

A brief description of the Basic Call Manager (BCM) was already provided in the preceding

paragraph. The BCM is centered around the Basic Call State Model (BCSM) that builds on the

current call processing infrastructure of existing digital switches.

The Basic Call State Model (BCSM).

The Basic Call State Model (BCSM) can be seen as a high-level fInite state machine description

of the CCF activities that are required to establish and maintain communication paths for users.

As such it identifIes a set of basic call and connection activities in a CCF and shows how these

activities are joined together to process a basic call and connection (i.e. establish and maintain a

communication path for a user). The purpose of this BCSM is on one hand to warrant the

implementability of the services on the basic call structure and on the other hand to identify points

in this basic call structure that can be used to recognize IN service logic instances. As such, the

BCSM identifIes points in basic call and connection processing where IN service logic instances

are permitted to interact with basic call and connection control capabilities. The following

components have been identifIed to describe a BCSM:

• Points in Call (PICs) • The several PICs identify the various CCF activities which are

required to complete one or more basic call/connection states that are of interest to IN service

logic instances.

• Detection Points (DPs) • DPs indicate points in the basic call and connection processing at

which transfer of control can occur (as well from the CCF to the SCF as backwards).

• Transitions· Transitions indicate the normal flow of basic call/connection processing from
one PIC to another.

• Events· Events cause transitions into and out of PIes.
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In figure 4.2 these BCSM components and their relationships are shown.

• Fig. 4.2 BCSM Components and their relationships.

The BCSM for CS-l was designed with the purpose to model the already existing switch

processing of basic two-party calls in a generic manner, keeping in mind that it should reflect the

functional separation between the originating and terminating portions of calls as reflected in
figure 4.1. Therefore the BCSM is composed of an originating half BCSM and a terminating half
BCSM as illustrated in figures 4.3 and 4.4. For a more detailed description of each of these
BCSMs is referred to appendix A. Each of the BCSMs is managed by a functionally separate

BCM in the SSF/CCF. The description of the BCSM is a starting point to identify the aspects of
the BCSM that are visible to IN service logic instances and the nature of the information flows

between the SSF/CCF and the SCF.

• Fig. 4.3 Originating BCSM forC5-1.
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• Fig. 4.4 Terminating BC8M for C8-1.

BCSM Detection Points (DPs).

Certain basic call and connection events may be visible to IN service logic instances. The DPs are

the points in call processing at which these events can be detected. These DPs are characterized

by the following four attributes:

• Arming mechanism· A DP can be anned in order to notify an IN service logic instance that

the DP was encountered. If a DP is not anned, the SSF/CCF continues call processing

without SCF involvement. A DP may be anned statically or dynamically. The statically

anning of a DP is achieved through SMF service provisioning and once a DP is statically

anned, it will remain anned until it is explicitly disanned by the SMF. The ability of a SCF

to statically ann or disann a DP is found to be for further study within CS-l. The dynamic

anning of a DP is performed by the SCF within the context of a call-associated IN service

control relationship. A dynamically anned DP remains anned until it is detected or until the

relationship between the SSF and the SCF is ended.

• Criteria· In addition to the condition that a DP must be anned, criteria have to be met in

order to notify the SCF that a specific DP was encountered. Three types of criteria are

distinguished:

• Individual line/trunk based criteria that apply to each subscriber line or trunk line. For

example, SCF processing is invoked when user A attempts to make a call. This criteria

could be said to be specific for user A.
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• Group based criteria that apply to a certain group of lines or users. For example, when a
call attempt being made from any user in a certain defmed group should invoke SCF
processing, the trigger criterion should apply to that specific defmed group of users.

• Office based criteria that apply to the whole switch. Any calls generated in the switching
system will be subject to this criterion. For example, any call which makes access to a

registered freephone2 number is triggered and SCF processing is invoked.

• Relationship. Via a relationship the SSF may provide an Information Flow (IF) to other
entities (for example the SCF or SMF) in case an armed DP was encountered and the DP
criteria are met. Two types of relationships are identified:

• In case of a relationship between the SSF/CCF and the SCF, this relationship is said to
be a control relationship if the SCF is able to influence the call processing via the

relationship.

• If the SCF is not able to influence the call processing, the relationship between the
SSF/CCF and the SCF is said to be a monitor relationship.

• Call processing suspension· Given that an armed DP was encountered and that the DP
criteria are met for an IN control relationship, the SSF may suspend call processing to allow
the SCF to influence subsequent call processing. When the call processing is suspended, the

SSF sends an IF to the SCF in order to request instructions and waits for a response. Mter
the last instruction is send by the SCF, the call processing can be resumed at the same DP

from which it was suspended or at a specific PIC in the BCSM (i.e. the call process is
allowed to 'jump'). When the call processing is not suspended, the SSF sends an IF in order

to notify the SCF that a DP was encountered and does not expect a response.

Based on these four attributes, four types ofDPs are identified for CS-l:

• Trigger Detection Point - Request (TDP-R).
• Trigger Detection Point - Notification (TDP-N).

• Event Detection Point - Request (BDP-R).

• Event Detection Point - Notification (BDP-N).

2 Freephone is a service for which the subscriber who accepts to receive calls, is being charged for the whole cost of the call.
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These types of OPs can be defmed by their OP attribute values as shown in table 4.1.

• Table 4.1 BCSM DP types.

BCM DP processing.

Since a OP may be anned as a TOP and/or an EOP for the same call, the following set of rules is

applied within CS-l by the BCM during OP criteria processing:

• OP-N criteria are processed before OP-R criteria. This ensures that notifications are provided

to one or more SCFs and are not bypassed as a result of call handling instructions that may

occur as a result of a OP-R.

• TDP-R criteria are not processed if there is already any existing control relationship for the

portion of the call where this TOP-R is encountered. This is because within CS-l at any time

only a single control relationship may exist for the same portion of a call. In case there is an

existing control relationship for a certain portion of a call, the criteria for a TOP-R on this

portion of the call may still be processed if the existing controlship is fIrst terminated or if it

is changed to monitor relationships (i.e. only EOP-Ns anned).

The same OP may be anned multiple times as a TOP-R3 with the OP criteria placed in
priority order through administrative procedures. At this moment, nothing is further said in

3 Because it is only allowed that a single control relationship may exist. the case that the same DP may be armed multiple times as a
EDP-R is not applicable.
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the CS-l recommendations about these administrative procedures; i.e. it is unclear in which

way priorities have to be assigned to the criteria.

Subsequent TOP-R criteria can be processed under the following conditions:

• If the preceding TOP-R criteria are not met, or

• If the preceding TDP-R criteria are met and the resulting call handling instructions sent

by the SCF result in a return to the same DP and the control relationship for the

preceding TOP-R has terminated or changed to a monitor relationship.

• TOP-N criteria may be processed whether or not there is already an eXlstmg control

relationship for the same portion of the call, since a TOP-N does not open a control

relationship. In addition, this procedure has no effect on the already existing control

relationship.

• A control relationship for a certain portion of a call persists as long as there is at least one

EDP-R4 armed for that same portion of the call. A control relationship terminates if there are

no more EDP-Rs armed or the call clears (i.e. the BCSM returns to PIC 'null'; see figure

4.3). During a control relationship, EDP-Rs may be dynamically disarmed by the SCF or are

disarmed by the SSF as they are encountered and reported to the SCF or when the call clears.

As an example of this dynamically disarming of a EDP-R by the SCF during a control

relationship, consider the following case. As a result of a TOP-R, the DP 'O_Answer' and

'O_Abandon' are armed as an EDP-R. Once the call processing encounters the 'O_Answer'

DP and it is assumed that the call processing is not resumed at PICs 2, 3 or 4 and no new

DPs are armed as EDP-Rs, then the SCF should disarm the EDP-R at the 'O_Abandon' PIC

in order to allow other TOP-Rs (for example at DP 'O_Disconnect' being processed.

• A control relationship changes to a monitor relationship if there are no more EDP-Rs armed

and there is at least one EDP-N armed. A monitor relationship terminates if there are no more

EDP-Ns armed or the call clears. During a monitor relationship, EDP-Ns are disarmed by the

SSF as they are encountered and reported to the SCF or when the call clears.

In the table on the next page all the possible combinations are identified for the case that at most

one TOP and one EDP type trigger are armed at the same DP and that the criteria are met. Rules

for precedence and priority, in case multiple TOP and EDP type triggers are present at the same

DP, are addressed in the paragraph about the FIM/CM.

4
Because only a single control relationship is allowed, all the EDP-Rs that are armed as long as that specific control relationship

persists, belong to the same service logic instance.
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4.2.2 The IN-Switching Manager.

The IN-Switching Manager (IN-SM) is centered around the IN-switching state model (IN-SSM)

which provides a description of the SSF/CCF IN call/connection processing in terms of IN
call/connection states. As such, the IN-SSM provides a framework for describing the scope of
view and control of SSF/CCF activities offered to an SCF. The extent to which the IN-SSM is

visible to the SCF is defmed by the information flows (IPs) between the SSF/CCF and SCF.

There can be various types of IN-SSMs, each type defmed by the objects that constitute it. Here
the connection control IN-SSM is considered. A connection control IN-SSM instance is created

when an IN service logic instance is invoked that requires IN connection control. It is either
created as a result of encountering a TOP in a BCSM that satisfies the DP criteria, or it is

initiated by the SCF independent of encountering TOPs. A connection control IN-SSM instance is
destroyed when the SCF informs the SSF that the IN service logic instance is completed or the

IN-SSM should be destroyed. The SSF can also initiate IN-SSM destruction (e.g. during error or
abnormal conditions).

The CS-l connection control IN-SSM provides the SCF with an abstract view of an isolated
portion of a call, managed by a functionally separate portion of the SSF/CCF. Such an isolated

. portion of a call is referred to as a 'call segment' or 'half-call' (see figure 4.5). This term is used
to refer to the physical resources (e.g. connectivity and transmission resources) and to the

processes (e.g. basic call processes as modelled by BCSMs) that are involved in the isolated
portion of a call. The SCF does not have direct access to a call segment, but rather has access to

the abstract representation of the call segment as provided by the CS-l connection control IN
SSM.

8C8M
In originating
call segment

A

SSF/CCF SSF/CCF

B
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• Fig. 4.5 Call segments in two-party inter-SSF/CCF call.
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The scope of control of service logic is restricted to the isolated 'call segment(s)' in an SSF/CCF
that can be accessed by the SCF via a control relationship. This is illustrated in figure 4.5 for a

two-party call, which shows the BCSMs related to each call segment. In CS-l an isolated 'call

segment' in the SSF/CCF can only be influenced by one SCF at a time. Moreover, 'call

segments' are isolated from their complementary 'call segments' by the functional separation

between an originating BCSM and its complementary terminating BCSM.

As mentioned, a service logic instance can only directly influence the processing of the isolated

'call segment' in the SSF/CCF. The other 'call segments' can only be indirectly influenced via

information propagating from one 'call segment' to another (i.e. between originating and

terminating BCSMs in the same SSF/CCF or between BCSMs in different SSF/CCFs). The

communication between originating and terminating BCSMs in the same SSF/CCF may be
vendor specific. The communication between BCSMs in different SSF/CCFs is assumed to be the

same as the already existing signalling between digital exchanges; i.e. based on Signalling System

No.7 (SS7).

4.2.3 The FIM/CM.

The FIM is intended to provide a service logic instance selection mechanism to determine which

service logic instance to invoke at a DP. Within CS-l, the FIM is also used to arbitrate between

IN service logic instances and non-IN service logic instances; i.e. decide whether an invocation of

service logic should take place within the SSF/CCF itself (non-IN supported service) or in an

SCF (IN supported service). Here, only IN service logic instances will be taken into account. The

FIM mechanisms for CS-I include:

• Precedence and priority mechanisms to manage the invocation of instances of IN service

logic.

• Exclusion mechanisms to manage the invocation of new instances of service logic when

existing instances of IN service logic are still active.

Precedence and priority.

In paragraph 4.2.1 it was identified that a DP may be armed as both a TDP and EDP. Moreover,

a DP may be armed with multiple criteria, each for the invocation of a different instance of IN

service logic. Therefore a set of precedence and priority rules has been defmed in CS-l that

should be used when processing DP criteria. These rules are listed on the next page:
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• When processing criteria for an anned DP, criteria for a DP-Notification (DP-N) are

processed before a DP-Request (DP-R).

• When processing criteria for a DP-N or DP-R, criteria for EDPs are processed before TDPs.

• When processing criteria for IN service logic, the criteria are processed in priority order, as

provisioned through administrative procedures (see paragraph 4.2.1). Once again it should be
mentioned here that' nothing further is said in CS-l about how these administrative

procedures should look like.

Application of these rules results in the following precedence ordering, with a priority ordering of

multiple service logic instances at each level.

• EDP-N for an instance of IN service logic - A control or monitor relationship exists with an
SCF for an existing IN service logic instance; the event detected at the DP is reported to the

SCF in the context of the existing relationship and the next DP criteria is processed

immediately.

• TDP-N for an instance of IN service logic - The event detected at the DP is reported to the
SCF via a new monitor relationship and the next DP criteria is processed immediately. No

response is thus expected from the SCF.

• EDP-R for an instance of IN service logic - A control relationship exists with an SCF for

an existing IN service logic instance; the event detected at the DP is reported to the SCF in

the context of the existing control relationship. The call processing is suspended and a

response is expected from the SCF.

• TDP-R for an instance of IN service logic - No control relationship exists with an SCF; the
event detected at the DP is reported to the SCF via a new control relationship. The call

processing is suspended and a response is expected from the SCP.

For those cases in which a response is expected from the SCF and the response indicates that the

call processing should continue from the point at which it was suspended (i.e. the DP at which the

criteria were met and the event was reported), then the remaining DP criteria should be processed.

If the response indicates that the call processing should continue at a new PIC, then the remaining

DP criteria at the point of suspension are not processed.
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Exclusion.

It can be found that there is no explicit mechanism in CS-l for managing the exclusion of new

instances of IN service logic when existing instances of IN service logic are still active. However,

there are implicit exclusion mechanisms for CS-l that have already been described. Paragraph

4.3.3 describes rules that allow only one IN service logic instance at a time to control the same

call segment (Le. to send responses to the SSF/CCF). These rules exclude multiple service logic

instances from simultaneously controlling the same call segment, but do not exclude multiple IN

service logic instances from receiving notification of events detected in a call segment that is

being controlled by another IN service logic instance.

In addition, in this paragraph precedence and priority rules for processing DP criteria for service

logic instances are described. These rules identify that service logic instances at a lower

precedence level or priority may not be invoked, depending on the disposition of previous service

logic instances. This implies that DP criteria for multiple service logic instances at the same DP

can be ordered in such a way as to manage this exclusion.

4.3 Relationship SSF/CCF model components.

The major relationships that can be identified in the SSF/CCF model are those between the SCF

and the IN-SM (via the SCF Access Manager in figure 4.1), between the IN-SM and the

FIM/CM, and between the FIM/CM and the BCM. The relationship between the SCF and IN

SM is external to the SSF/CCF and is subject for standardization. The other relationships are

internal to the SSF/CCF and are not subjects for standardization, thus allowing vendor dependent

relationships.

All of these relationships can be described by the information flows between components. The

several information flows that are identified in the SSF/CCF model are shown in figure 4.6,

which only shows the relationships in a certain half of the SSF/CCF.

For every DP the BCM determines if it is armed and if it's criteria are met. If so, the BCM sends

a BCSM event indication to report the FIM/CM. If the BCM needs instructions on how to

proceed, the BCSM processing is halted until instructions are received (e.g. TDP-R). If not, the

BCM continues normal BCSM processing (e.g TDP-N). The FIM/CM processes the BCM event

indication and determines if the event is to be processed by a new or an already existing instance

of service logic. Next, the FIM/CM reports the event to the IN-SM by an IN event indication.
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• Fig. 4.6 SSF/CCF model information flows.

The IN-SM processes the IN event indication and given that a new instance of an IN service logic

is to be invoked, creates a new instance of an IN-SSM. Also it sends an SSF infonnation flow to

represent the user's call and connection to Service Logic Programs (SLPs) in the SCF. The SCF

processes the SSF infonnation flow and invokes an SLP instance (SLPI) that realizes the desired

service. The SLPI can send an SCF infonnation flow to request the manipulation of the state of

the IN-SSM or to indicate the set of events that should be reported to this SLPI (i.e. it indicates

the set of EDPs to be anned). Via the IN and BCM control request the BCM is able to

manipulate the BCSM. The BCM also monitors the BCSM for the events indicated in the BCM

control request. In case such an event is detected, it may be reported to the SCF via the BCM and

IN event indications and an SSF infonnation flow. The SCF then passes the contents of this SSF

infonnation flow to the proper SLPI. The IN service logic instance ends when the SLPI is no

longer interested in any EDPs or if SSF/CCF processing has progressed beyond the point at

which any EDPs can be encountered.

4.4 The SCF model.

A simplified version of the CS-l model for the SCF is shown in figure 4.7. The pwpose of this

simplified model is to provide a generic framework for service logic processing subjects with

respect to the SCF. The prime function of the SCF is the execution of service logic. This service

logic is provided in the fonn of Service Logic Programs (SLPs) which are present in the SLP

library. In fact, such an SLP can be seen as a service application program.
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• Fig. 4.7 Graphical representation of the simplified SCF model.

The most important entity of the SCF platfonn is the Service Logic Execution Environment

(SLEE). This SLEE is able to select the proper SLP from the SLP library and to run it in order to

provide the requested service processing. The simultaneous invocation and execution of multiple

SLPs are also managed by the SLEE. When a SLP is selected and invoked, it is referred to as a

Service Logic Program Instance (SLPI). In contrast to an SLP, a corresponding SLPI is a

dynamic entity that actively controls the flow of service execution and invokes SCF functional

routines from the functional routine library. Such functional routines can be invoked by SLPls to

cause a sequence of actions to be perfonned in the network and are considered to be service

independent.

Although the SCF contains a Service Logic Interaction Manager (SLIM) for the simultaneous

execution and/or the order of multiple SLPls in the same SCF, nothing is said in the CS-l

recommendations about its relationship with the FIM/CM in the SSF/CCF.

4.5 Summary and conclusions.

The two most important Functional Entities of the DFP involved in the call processing of an IN

supported service are the SSF/CCF and the SCF. A model of both the SSF/CCF and the SCF is

used to clarify the way they are involved in IN call processing.

The main components of the SSF/CCF model are the Basic Call Manager (BCM), the Feature

Interaction Manager/Call Manager (FIM/CM) and the IN Switching Manager (IN-SM). The

BCM is used for basic call and connection control to establish and interconnect communication

paths for users. It is centered around the Basic Call State Model (BCSM) that is used to represent

the call processing infrastructure of existing switches. To reflect the functional separation
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between originating and terminating portions of calls, the BCSM is composed of an originating

half BCSM (O-BCSM) and a terminating half BCSM (T-BCSM). Each BCSM identifies certain

points, called Detection Points (DPs), where IN service logic instances can be invoked; i.e. where

transfer of control of the call can occur. Four types of DPs are identified, of which the Trigger

Detection Point-Request (TDP-R) and the Event Detection Point-Request (EDP-R) are the most

important ones in the context of this report. The DP processing as used within CS-l allows only

one service to be involved for a certain portion of a call. The IN-SM provides a framework for

describing the scope of view and control of SSF/CCF activities offered to an SCF. The FIMlCM

is used to determine which service logic instance has to be invoked at a DP by means of

precedence, priority and exclusion mechanisms. These rules exclude multiple service logic

instances from simultaneously controlling the same call segment.

The SCF model contains a Service Logic Execution Environment (SLEE) on which Service Logic

Programs (SLPs) are runned in order to provide the requested service processing. When an SLP

is selected and invoked, it is referred to as a Service Logic Program Instance (SLPI). A Service

Logic Interaction Manager (SLIM) is present in the SCF model for issues related to the

simultaneous execution of multiple SLPIs. It's relation with the FIMlCM in the SSF/CCF model

is rather vague and left for further study in the CS-l recommendations.
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This chapter starts to explain what is meant by multiple IN supported services on a single call. Next,

several topologies are introduced in order to describe the distributed aspects in the DFP for a call that

involves multiple IN supported services. An overview of the possible topologic situations is given for

the case that only two IN supported services are involved in a single call. Finally the invocation order of

multiple services involved in the same call is described.

5.1 Introduction.

To reflect the functional separation between the originating and terminating portions of a call, an

Originating BCSM (O-BCSM) and a Terminating BCSM (T-BCSM) have been identified in the

SSF/CCF model as described in paragraph 4.2.1. Within this context, the following defmition can

be given for a call:

• Call· A call maintains a relation between a number of parties. As such its responsibility only

exists as long as there are calling or called parties. Associated with each call are at least one

O-BCSM and one T-BCSM.

A model of a two-party call is depicted in figure 5.1. The figure shows that two exchanges

(SSF/CCFs) are involved in this specific call between party A and party B. In each exchange an

O-BCSM and T-BCSM is present, related to this specific call.

ParlyA ParlyB

SSF/CCF SSF/CCF

• Fig. 5.1 Modelling a two-party call with BCSMs.

At the DPs of all these BCSMs involved in the call between party A and party B, IN supported

services may be invoked. With respect to this situation, it can be defmed what is understood with

multiple IN supported services on a single call in this report:

• Multiple IN supported services on a single call • When considering all the BCSMs

involved in a single call, at least two DPs can be identified that are armed and for which the

criteria for the establishment of a control relationship with an SCF are fulfilled.
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5.2 The topology of a call.

IN supported services are invoked in an SSF/CCP and executed in an SCF. In order to get a

clear overview of the distributed aspects of calls for which multiple IN supported services are

involved, the topology of the involved FEs can be examined. In discussing the topology of a call,

a distinction can be made between the topology of the involved SSFs and the involved SCFs. This

is because no explicit relationship can be identified between these two types of FEs. In the next

paragraphs, both topologies are described in detail.

5.2.1 The SSF topology.

In general a call can span one or more SSFs depending on the geographical position of the parties

involved in that call. In relation to the SSF topology it is mentioned here that two types of

services can be identified, based on the way their TDP-R is allocated to one or more SSFs:

• User specific services· These services are specific to a certain user. Therefore the DP with

criteria specific for that user, will be present only in the SSF the user is connected to.

Examples of such services are the OCS6
, CFU and the AAB service.

• Area specific services • These services can be offered to all the users in a certain area.

Therefore, the DP with the corresponding criteria for a specific service will have to be armed

in all the SSFs that are used to cover that area. Examples of such services are freephone

numbers and the UPT registration process'.

Within the context of multiple IN supported services on a single call, the SSF topology of such a

call can be structured according to the location of the SSFs where services are invoked during

that call. SSFs that are involved in a call but for which no services are invoked during that call,

will not be considered within the context of the SSF topology. Two different situations for the

SSF topology are identified:

• Local SSF topology· The SSF topology is said to be local if all the services that are
involved in the same call are invoked in a single SSF.

• Distributed SSF topology • The SSF topology is said to be distributed if several SSFs can
be identified where services are invoked that are involved in the same call.

5 For simplicity, the combination of SSF/CCF will be indicated as SSF.

6 OCS _ Originating Call Screening, CPU - Call Forwarding Unconditional and AAB - Automatic Alternate Billing.

, UPT - Universal Personal Telecommunication.
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In the next figure, both the local and distributed SSF topology are clarified by means of some

example situations.

A

B

c
Local SSF topology

A

Local SSF topology

c

A

Dillribuled SSFtopoiagy

c

• Indlca"'olll81 on behalf 01 11110
party an IN SURlorted servlca
10involll9d In 1118 cal.

• Fig. 5.2 Examples of the local and distributed SSF topology.

As can be seen from the figure, a local SSF topology doesn't imply that all the parties involved in

the call have to be connected to the same SSF. On the other hand if the SSF topology is

distributed, it is ensured that there are parties involved in the call that will be distributed (Le.

connected to different SSFs). In the next table, the several possible relations between the SSF

topology and the topology of the parties involved in a call are shown.

• Table 5.1 Relation between SSF topology and topology of parties.

The table shows that in discussing multiple IN supported services on a single call, the topology of

the parties doesn't necessary have to inform about the location where the services are invoked.

5.2.2 The SCF topology.

Once a service has been invoked in an SSF, the SCF selects and executes a service specific SLP,

resulting in the creation of an SLPI. In case multiple IN supported services are executed on a

single call, several SLPIs will be present for that call. Two different situations for the SCF

topology can be identified that are related to the location of the SCF where the SLPs involved in

the same call are executed:
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• Local SCF topology - The SCF topology is said to be local if all the SLPs involved in the

same call are executed in a single SCF.

• Distributed SCF topology - The SCF topology is said to be distributed if at least two SLPs

involved in the same call are executed in different SCFs.

In the next figure both the local and the distributed SCF topology are clarified by means of some

example situations.

Local SCF topology Distriluted SCF topology

• Fig. 5.3 Examples of local and distributed SCF topology.

In these examples it is assumed that each of the three SLPls corresponds to a different service;
i.e. a SLPI is not executed as a result of the execution of another SLPI. However, the CS-l
recommendations allow that a new SLPI can be executed as a result of a request by another SLPI

that is already being executed. Within the case of CS-l, this is restricted to those situations where
the new SLPI is executed in the same SCF as the SLPI that requested this new SLPI; i.e. no

interworking between SCFs is allowed. An example of such a CS-l situation is shown in figure

5.4.

• Fig. 5.4 Execution of a SLP as requested by another SLP.

For the CS-l case it is furthermore assumed that if a new SLP is executed as a result of the

execution of another SLP (SLPIlb is requested by SLPIla in figure 5.4), this new SLP doesn't

open a direct relationship with an SSF. It can influence an SSF only indirect via its relationship
with the SLPI that requested its execution (a kind of master-slave relation). In this way it is

ensured that no multiple point of control between an SCF and an SSF can occur as a result of
executing a single service. From the point of view of the SSF it is thus of no importance whether

the execution of the service in the SCF corresponds to the execution of a single SLPI or multiple

SLPls. Therefore in the rest of this report all the SLPls th~t are used together in providing a
single service are considered as one SLPI. This is indicated by the dashed line in figure 5.4.
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5.2.3 The inter SSF topology.

In paragraph 5.2.1 the two types of the SSF topology were defmed on basis of the location of the

SSFs where services involved in the same call are invoked. For a more complete and precise

description of the impact of multiple IN supported services on a single call in the DFP, it's

worthwhile to take into account the way services are processed in the SSF. Therefore a

refmement can be made in the SSF topology, called inter SSF topology. This inter SSF topology

is related to the distinction between the originating and terminating BCSMs on which services can

be invoked.

The number of BCSMs involved in a single call.

As described before, call processing in the SSF is modelled by originating and terminating

BCSMs. For a normal two-party call without IN services, only one originating and terminating

BCSM is present in each SSF involved in that call. However, if IN services are executed during a

call this doesn't necessary have to hold any longer. This is because the execution of some services

could result in the creation of a new originating BCSM in an SSF where already an originating

BCSM for that call is present. As a result of call processing in this newly created originating

BCSM, a corresponding new terminating BCSM will also be created. Therefore the creation of a

new originating BCSM will always lead to the creation of a new terminating BCSM. The above

is clarified by means of the following two examples.

• Example 1 The three-party service.

The three-party service allows a subscriber who is engaged in a call to place that line on hold by

giving a hookflash, and dial a third party. He may then speak privately with that third party. If he
wishes, he may end the connection to the third party and return to the held call or he may add the

third party to the original conversation making it a three-party call.

Suppose that a user A has subscribed to this three-party service. To recognize the hookflash, the

'O_Mid_Call' DP is armed as a TDP-R (see chapter 4, figure 4.3) on the O-BCSM

corresponding to user A. When this DP is encountered during call processing, the SLP

corresponding to the three-party service will be executed in an SCF. As a result a new originating

BCSM will be created in the same SSF as where the three-party service was invoked. This new

originating BCSM will be under control of the same SCF that controls the originating BCSM on

which the service was invoked. During call processing in the new originating BCSM, a new

terminating BCSM will be created and fmally a connection will be established with user C. In the

next figure, the several BCSMs that are involved in a three-party call are depicted.
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A B

C

• Fig. 5.5 BCSMs involved in a three-party call•

• Example 2 The Call Forwarding Unconditional (CFU) service.

The Call FOIwarding Unconditional (CPU) service allows a subscriber to redirect all incoming

calls to another directory number. In this example it is assumed that user B has subscribed to the

CPU service and has requested a CPU to user C.

For this case the CPU service is implemented on a terminating BCSM8 in the SSF user B is

connected to. When user A calls user B, the CPU service will be invoked at this terminating

BCSM. The SLP corresponding to the CPU service will be executed in an SCF and as a result a

new originating BCSM will be created in the same SSF. During call processing in this new

originating BCSM, a new terminating BCSM will be created. Via call processing in this new

terminating BCSM a connection will be established with user C. In the next figure, the several

BCSMs that are involved in a such a redirected call are depicted.

A B

C

• Fig. 5.6 BCSMs involved in a redirected call.

These two examples show that the execution of some IN supported services may result in the

creation of some extra originating and terminating BCSMs in the same SSF as where these

services were invoked. In general, the newly created originating BCSM is under control of the

SCF that also controls the BCSM on which the service was invoked. To get control over this

newly created originating BCSM, such a BCSM contains a DP that is armed as a TDP-R.

8 The CfU service can be implemented in several ways.
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Types of inter SSF topology.

The inter SSF topology described here is specific for a certain SSF and related to the invocation

of services within that specific SSF. Within this framework, three different inter SSF topologies

can be identified:

• Originated inter SSF topology • The inter SSF topolog~ of a certain SSF is said to be

originated if all the services involved in the same call, are invoked at DPs on originating

BCSMs in this SSF.

• Terminated inter SSF topology • The inter SSF topology of a certain SSF is said to be

terminated if all the services involved in the same call, are invoked at DPs on terminating

BCSMs in this SSF.

• Combined inter SSF topology· The inter SSF topology of a certain SSF is said to be

combined if both at DPs on originating and at DPs on terminating BCSMs, services are

invoked that are involved in the same call.

In the next figure these three inter SSF topologies are illustrated by means of some example

situations.

Originated inter
SSF topology

Terminated inter
SSF topology

Combined inter
SSF topology

•
Originating or terminating
BCSM

DP on which a service may
be invoked
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• Fig. 5.7 The three inter SSF topologies.
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5.2.4 Relation between SSF and inter SSF topologies.

From the preceding it can be concluded that in case of a local SSF topology, only one SSF is

involved in a call where IN services are invoked. To validate the multiple IN supported services
on a single call concept for a local SSF topology, this means that for an originated or tenninated
inter SSF topology at least two services have to be invoked, distributed over one or more
originating c.q. tenninating BCSMs. In case of a combined inter SSF topology no restrictions
have to be made for the number of services invoked on each of the BCSMs.

When considering the relationships between a distributed SSF topology and the three inter SSF

topologies, it can be concluded that no further restrictions have to be made in order to validate the
multiple IN supported services on a single call concept. In the next table the relations between the

several SSF and inter SSF topologies are shown together with the corresponding restrictions in
order to validate the multiple IN supported services on a single call concept.

• Table 5.2 Relation between SSF and inter SSF topologies.

5.2.5 Overview of possibilities.

By combining the SSF, the inter SSF and the SCF topology as described in the previous

paragraphs, it is possible to describe the topology of a call in the DFP for which multiple IN
supported services are involved. Theoretically it can be expected that if the number of services

involved in the same call increases, the number of possibilities will increase rapid because the

number of SSFs and SCFs that has to be considered for the topologies (the number of SSFs

where services are invoked is taken and not the total number of SSFs involved in the call) will
have a maximum that is the same as the number of services involved in a certain call.
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5.3 Two IN supported services on a single call.

The most common case for the multiple IN supported services on a single call concept will

probably a call involving two services. This case can be seen as a special and at the same time as

the most simple case possible within the concept. Before looking at the several topologic

situations that are possible with only two services on a single call, it's worthwhile to have a look

at the restrictions that two services on a single call put on the different topologies.

5.3.1 Restrictions for the inter SSF topology.

When considering a local SSF topology for two services on the same call, only the inter SSF
topologies as depicted in figure 5.8 are allowed. It should be mentioned that in case a new

originating BCSM is created under control of an SCF, this BCSM will always have a DP that is

armed as a TDP-R. This is because the SCF needs control over this newly created originating

BCSM. Therefore, only an originated and combined inter SSF topology as shown in the figure

are possible in case a new originating BCSM is created in the same SSF by an SCF.

Cantined inter $SF topology

Originated intor SSF tq>dogy

• ~Ndlnv",_nll/ng

• DP on which. aeMce nw.y
belnvoked

TllnTiMted _ SSF topllogy

• Fig. 5.8 Possible inter SSF topologies for two services on a single call.

In case of a distributed SSF topology for two services on a single call, each of the two involved

SSFs should have an originated or terminated inter SSF topology. The four possible combinations
are depicted in figure 5.9.
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• Fig. 5.9 Possible situations for adistributed SSF topology.

5.3.2 Restrictions for the SCF topology.

The restriction discussed here, focuses on those situations where a new originating BCSM is
created as a result of service execution in an SCF. In case a new originating BCSM is created by

an SCF, this new BCSM will be under control of the same SCF as it was created by. Therefore

the situations as depicted in figure 5.10 are not allowed.

• FIg. 5.10 Not allowed situations.

5.3.3 Overview of possibilities for two services.

Based on the restrictions as identified for a call in which two IN supported services are involved,

an overview of the possible topologies a call can have, is given in table 5.3 on the next page. The

table shows that a total of sixteen different topologic situations have been identified.
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• Table 5.3 Overview of possible topologic situations for two IN supported services on a single call.

5.4 The service invocation order.

Another aspect that occurs when multiple services are involved in the same call, is related to the

order in which services are executed. With respect to the DFP, this invocation order of the

services will here be related to the DPs in the BCSMs on which the services are invoked.

A service is executed by an SLP in an SCF and as such the service is having control over the

BCSM it was invoked on, until its control relationship with the corresponding SSF is terminated.

Two types of chronological situations can be identified when multiple services are executed on a
single call:
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• Sequential execution • When a new service starts controlling a certain BCSM, no other

services can be identified which are involved in the same call and which are having control

over a BCSM.

• Simultaneous execution • When a new service starts controlling a certain BCSM, other

services can be identified which are involved in the same call and which are having control

over a BCSM.

However, the CS-l recommendations don't allow multiple services to have control over the same

originating or terminating BCSM at the same moment. This is because otherwise no single point

of control for a specific BCSM can be assured. Thus for CS-l, multiple services on the same call

can only be executed sequentially if both services are invoked on the same BCSM. As a result,

the simultaneous execution of multiple services on the same call is restricted to those situations

where the service logic's are having control over different BCSMs.

Execution of two services during the same call.

In the next table an overview is given of the several chronological situations possible for each of

the topologic situations as identified if only two services are involved in a single call according to

the CS-l recommendations.

• Table 5.4 Allowed chronological situations related to the different topological situations.

5.4 Summary and conclusions.

A call can be modelled by several originating and terminating BCSMs. Multiple IN supported

services are involved in a single call if in considering all the BCSMs involved in such a call, at

least two DPs can be identified that are armed and for which the criteria for a control relationship
with an SCF are fulfIlled.

The topology of a call is introduced in order to get a clear overview of the distributed aspects of a

call for which multiple IN supported services are involved. A distinction is made between the
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SSF, the SCF and the inter SSF topology. The SSF topology describes whether all the services

involved in a single call are invoked in a single SSF or are distributed over several SSFs. The

SCF topology indicates whether the execution of SLPs corresponding to services involved in the

same call, takes place in a single SCF or is distributed over several SCFs. The inter SSF topology

is specific for each SSF and it is related to the distinction between the originating and tenninating

BCSMs in a SSF on which services are invoked. Three types of inter SSF topologies have been

identified; an originated inter SSF topology for services invoked on originating BCSMs in a

specific SSF, a tenninated inter SSF topology for services invoked on tenninating BCSMs in a

specific SSF and a combined inter SSF in case services involved in the same call are invoked at

one or more originating and one or more tenninating BCSMs in a specific SSP.

For the case that only two IN supported services are involved in a single call, several restrictions

have to be applied to the inter SSF and SCF topology. With these restrictions a total of sixteen

different topologic situations were identified.

Another aspect that is related to multiple services on a single call is the order in which services

are invoked and executed. Two types of chronological situations have been identified that are

based on the fact whether or not other services are already controlling a BCSM in case a new

service is executed; sequential execution and simultaneous execution. The CS-l case is restricted

by the fact that multiple services are only allowed to be simultaneously executed if these services

are having control over different BCSMs; i.e. are invoked on different BCSMs involved in the

same call.
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This chapter is devoted to the service interaction problem, a phenomena that can arise when two or

more services become involved in a single call. Some examples will be described in order to indicate

the complexity and diversity of the problem. Different approaches for addressing service interaction

problems are categorized and an overview of existing ways to manage these problems is given.

6.1 Introduction.

As long as only one service is involved in a call, no problems have to be expected when executing

that service. However when two or more services are used together during the same call the

problem of 'What happens when two or more services meet?' appears. In this chapter this kind

of problems will be described from a general/service-oriented point of view. The more service

implementation-oriented aspects of service interactions become clear in the DFP and will be

discussed in the next chapter.

Here, the term service interworking will be used to refer to situations where two or more services

are used together during the same call, either simultaneously or sequentially. A call involving two

services is the most common, however three or more services are possible as well. The

interworking of two or several services may either have no impact; i.e. when the services are

interworking together without causing any problems, or cause a service interaction9 problem

because the result of the interworking is not what was expected. The service interaction problem

can be seen as the main problem that is encountered when discussing multiple services on a single

call and as such constitutes an important part of this report.

To give a precise, clear and complete defInition of service interaction is a hard task in view of the

huge variety of problems which could be classifIed under this heading. As a working defmition, a

reformulation of the defmition of [Bowe89] will be used in this report, stating that there is service

interaction when:

• A service inhibits or subverts the expected behaviour of another service considered separately

(or another instance of the same service).

• The joint accurate execution of two services provokes a supplementary phenomena which can

not happen during the processing of each of the services considered separately.

9 The tenn service interaction is thus reserved for those cases where unexpected or undesired behaviour occurs.
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In the discussion of service interactions, two different kinds of interaction problems can be

identified:

• Technical interaction· The problem is technical if it results in the failure of one of the two
services or in the immediate subsequent failure of a third service. This kind of interaction has

its origin in the technical operation of a service.

• Policy interaction· The problem is policy if the effect is unacceptable to the customer on an
economical, sociological or ergonomical point of view, or is deemed as unacceptable to

business by the service provider or the network operator.

It should be mentioned that the problem of service interaction is not particular to the IN concept.

In fact, services that can be supported by IN are only a limited subset of all the services that are

available for a call. In this report only attention is paid to interactions between IN supported

services, leaving interactions between non-IN and IN supported services out of consideration.

6.2 The complexity of service interaction.

The service interaction problem as a whole constitutes a hard and presently unsolved problem.

Many of the examples of the service interaction problem that can be given, appear to be fairly

easily resolvable by redesigning or reimplementing the involved services. However, there are

several problems with this:

• The IN concept facilitates the rapid deployment of customised services. Thus a sheer
multitude of services can be expected to exist in the near future and as a result the different

ways in which they can interact, makes fmding and detecting interactions a very extensive

task; i.e. manual service-by-service analysis is no longer feasible. Clearly, more powerful

techniques for the management of service interactions are needed.

• The process of service and service creation is no longer largely governed by a single
organisation. Multiple service providers will offer a variety of services to the customers. As a

result it should become possible to develop services independently. Moreover, information

about services will probably be restricted to a minimum by service providers, thereby

hampering a simple and consistent handling of service interaction problems. Furthermore, the

need to change the design or the implementation of a service because of the existence or the

development of another service is unacceptable.
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6.3 Examples of service interactions.

Although a large set of service interaction problems has been found and described in literature

(most notably in [Came94]), no coherent collection of service interactions has been available to

illustrate the full range of the interaction problem. Therefore in this paragraph a collection of

some illustrative services and their interactions is given in order to help convey the scope of the

service interaction problem and to show the diversity of problems encountered.

• Example 1 Calling Number Delivery and Unlisted Number.

Calling Number Delivery (CND) is a call-processing service that delivers the directory number of

the calling party to the customer's premises during the ringing cycle; this assumes that

information such as the subscriber's number will be available. Unlisted Number (UN) on the

other hand, is a directory-service designed to allow a subscriber to keep the number private.

Conflicts between the goals of these services arise when a customer A with UN places a call to

another customer B with CND as shown in figure 6.1.

U!
.

i UN

" \b~r"
B(/~•••••• "

~-- ")}

switching network .;/

CND

• Fig. 6.1 Interaction between CND and UN.

If the network allows A's number to be delivered to B,then A loses privacy; if it doesn't, then B

gets no information. Either way, one of the services doesn't perform its intended function. This

example shows that the goals of different users may be in direct conflict with each other. Such

conflicts prevent certain combinations of services from being used simultaneously, unless one is

assigned priority over another.

• Example 2 Call Forwarding Unconditional and Terminating Pincode Protection.

The Call Forwarding Unconditional (CPU) service allows a subscriber to redirect all incoming

calls to another directory number. On the other hand, the Terminating Pincode Protection (TPP)

service enables a subscriber to protect his line by a user defmed key, e.g. a pincode. Callers to

this subscriber are then required to enter this pincode.
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Consider the situation where a subscriber wants to forward his calls to a line protected by a

pincode, as illustrated in figure 6.2.

1. AcaJls B.

2. The callis redirected to C•

• Fig. 6.2 Interaction between CFU and TPP.

In this case the caller (subscriber A) will be connected to an announcement asking him to
compose a pincode he is not aware of because he generally does not know that the actual

destination has changed from subscriber B to subscriber C. Thus subscriber A can not give an
appropriate pincode to the network if the pincode is dependent on the actual destination
subscriber. In this situation interaction arises because of inconsistency between the two services.

• Example 3 Originating Call Screening and Call Forwarding Unconditional.

The Originating Call Screening (OCS) service blocks calls based on the number dialled. In this

way, calls to a particular line are blocked if the dialled number is associated with that line. The
CFU service allows incoming calls to be redirected to another directory number as described

before. Two examples of interaction problems will be described for this case:

Example 3.1
A procedural specification could specify that the call processing will first check the dialled
number and then, if the number is not on the screening list, proceed to route the call. On the other

hand a behavioural specification could state that a caller with OCS can not reach any number on
the screening list. However, if a user B has subscribed to Call Forwarding Unconditional, B may

forward A's calls to a number on A's screening list. Since the said scenario is not consistent with
the behavioural specification of OCS, CFU and OCS interact.

Example 3.2
It may seem unlikely that anyone would intentionally block calls to a directory number and then

forward calls to the same number, but this situation can arise if the forwarding number and the

call screening number were supplied by two different people sharing the same physical line. For
example, if an adolescent knows that his parents have used OCS to block calls to a certain
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number X from their line A, he may instruct the switching element to forward all calls terminated

at A to X, and then call himself to get the effect of CFU. Subscribers of OCS will not be satisfied

if a 'loophole' like that exists. Whether the forwarding number is considered a dialled number (to

be checked against the screening list) becomes an issue in this situation. Supposing that CFU

takes precedence over OCS, calls can be forwarded to the forwarding number despite of the fact

that the number is also on the screening list. This example shows that interactions can arise
because different users access the services associated with a single physical line.

• Example 4 Call Forwarding Unconditional and Call Forwarding Unconditional.

A service does not only interact with other services, but in some cases, one instance of a service

can also interact with another instance of the same service. An example of this is provided by the

Call Forwarding Unconditional (CFU) service as described before.

Consider the situation as shown in figure 6.3. Subscriber B has forwarded his calls to C's

number, while subscriber C in turn has forwarded calls to the number of subscriber D. When

subscriber A dials the directory number of subscriber B, one could wonder to whose number the

call will be redirected: to C's number (case a in the figure) or to D's number (case b). If the call

ends up at C's phone, the call forwarding defmed for C's number has not been executed. If the

call ends up at D's phone, one could argue that B's call forwarding has not worked properly since

the call didn't end up at C's phone a specified by B's call forwarding. Either way, the two

instances of CFU interact because the overall behaviour doesn't coincidence with the correct

execution of both CFU instances in isolation.

CFU
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·········iii
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• Fig. 6.3 Interaction between two instances of Call Forwarding Unconditional.

It is not even clear what overall behaviour can be considered to be a reasonable solution to this

particular interaction: it depends on the intention of the users and may vary from case to case. If
user C had gone to D's office and B to C's office, then A's call attempt should be routed to C's

phone. However, if C had activated CFU to say a secretary in order not to be disturbed by any
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incoming calls, A's call attempt should be routed to D's phone. The CFU service does not have

the ability to distinguish between these different situations, and users are also not able to indicate

this distinction. A solution could be to implement alternative forms of call forwarding.

'Looping' is another problem that can occur when two or more instances of the CFU service are

involved in the same call. For example calls for subscriber B can be forwarded to subscriber C

who forwards calls back to subscriber B. In this way a 'two-number loop' is created.

This example illustrates two important observations. The fIrst observation is that one instance of

a service can actually interact with another instance of the same service. The second observation

is that interaction analysis can not be complete without taking into account the intentions

subscribers may have for using services.

Evaluation of the examples

In the next table the several service interaction problems related to the four above described

examples are summarised. It should be mentioned that the problems indicated in this table are just
a collection of some illustrative examples and that the service interaction problem is not restricted

to the problems indicated here but takes into account far more problems.

• Table 6.1 Summary of service interaction problems for the four examples.
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6.4 A non-deterministic problem.

Consider the following example with the Call Forwarding on Busy (CFB) service and the Call

Waiting (CW) service. The CFB service redirects calls to another destination number if the

subscriber of this number is already occupied in a call. The CW service specifies that an

incoming call to a busy destination will be indicated to the subscriber, who can accept or neglect

this incoming call.

If an end-user sets both a Call Forwarding on Busy (CFB) service and a Call Waiting (CW)

service, only one service can operate when a call is received in a busy situation. Such an easy

example of interaction seems easy to manage and some solutions could be:

• One could forbid CFB and CW to be simultaneously active on the same line.

• One could specify that CFB is to be invoked only if CW can not be invoked (for instance, if
the user's line is fully busy, i.e. when the user is already involved in two calls).

• One could even imagine to alter CFB, which could be activated only if the user does not

accept the CW and hence would become Call Forwarding on No Reply.

• One could give priority to CFB.

The user could decide which kind of service behaviour he wishes. This example shows that

interaction may proceed from a choice and that it is impossible to deduce the correct option from

the service specifications. Moreover, managing interactions never can proceed from a hard and

fast determinism [Mu1l93].

6.5 Classification of service interactions.

The service interaction problem is a diverse and complex problem as has been argued before. The

diversity of the problem suggests that there will not be a single technique or technology for

solving this problem, at least not in the near future [Came93]. Different approaches can be

categorized according to how they address the service interaction problem. This categorization

can be made in different ways. Here, an overview of the several categorizations found in literature

is given. For more comprehensive descriptions of these categorizations is referred to the papers in

question.
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6.5.1 Service Life Cycle categorization.

Basically, the service interaction problem impacts all stages of services' life-cycle. In this

categorization, service interactions are classified according to which phase of the service life
cycle can best manage the interaction. The phases which are generally recognized in the service

life cycle were already mentioned in chapter 3; Need analysis, service creation, service

validation, deployment, subscription, parameterisation, activation, invocation and withdrawal.

Melisse et al. put for reasons of simplicity several phases of the service life cycle together in
order to classify the service interactions according to four stages in which interactions could be

introduced [Meli94]:

• Analysis. Many interaction problems occur because a service behaves unexpectedly in the
eyes of a user. Careful analysis is required to help identify the relevant information (such as

expected usage, a user's intentions for using a service, and assumptions about a services
execution environment) to determine the right behaviour of a service, in isolation as well in

combination with other services.

• Design. Interactions may be introduced because one is not aware of the design of other

services while designing a new one. This is especially true for user interfaces, although until
now most interaction studies seem to omit this aspect. Besides the user-to-equipment
interface, the equipment-to-equipment interface could introduce interactions.

• Implementation· Certain implementation choices and parameter settings (e.g. timer settings)
may introduce interactions. These interactions can occur because this level of detail is
typically not yet considered during the design phase.

• Operation & maintenance . Even after extremely careful development of new services
during the previous phases one should be aware that some interactions will still occur. This

happens for a number of reasons like the fact that some logical interactions simply can not be
resolved in earlier phases. But also because no perfect method was found to prevent a

particular service from happening or because services that are introduced independently may
. not include adequate mechanisms for co-operation with each other.

6.5.2 Single- &multiple-user interaction categorization.

This categorization defmes two classes of interactions by separating interactions involving a
single user from interactions involving multiple users:
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• Single-user interactions - This kind of interaction arises when incompatible selVices are

simultaneously in use by a single user.

• Multiple-user interactions - This kind of interaction arises when selVices activated by one
user cause interaction problems with the selVices activated by another user. In this context,

the user of a selVice is the one whose call processing logic includes the functionality of the

selVice.

In [Hans94] it is suggested that all the selVices of a single user should be present in a users

'selVice profile'. All the single-user interaction problems in such a users 'selVice profIle' could

then be solved within the users selVice profile itself according to the wishes of the user. In this

way, only interactions between selVice profIles of different users would have to be specified on

the network level.

6.5.3 Categorization by causes of interactions.

In this categorization, selVice interactions are classified based on the conditions that cause

interactions. Cameron et al. identify three categories of which each is further subdivided into

smaller classes [Came94]. The three basic causal categories identified are the following:

• Violation of service assumptions - This kind of interaction can occur whenever one selVice
restricts access to data necessary for the correct functioning of another or whenever naming

conventions introduce aliases that are unknown or ambiguous to certain other selVices. One

selVice can also break assumptions about call control or signalling protocols implicit to

another.

• Limitations on network support - This kind of interaction can occur as a result of limited
signalling capabilities (e.g. flashhook) of the users equipment or when network components

have limited functionality for communication among themselves (e.g. the protocol between

SSF and SCp)o

• Distributed system issues - Distributed system issues that can lead to adverse interactions

include: timing and race conditions, and resource contention (e.g. the exclusive use of a

bridge by one selVice automatically disables another selVice).
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6.5.4 Implementation-oriented causal categorization.

Wakahara et al. focus on 'nontrivial' selVice interactions; i.e. selVice interactions for which no

explicit input-output relationship exists [Waka93]. In this way six categories can be identified by

categorizing selVice interactions on the basis of the implicit input-output relationships between

selVices:

• Duplication of processing • Execution of one selVice's logic duplicates a part of the

execution of another's selVice logic when they are combined (e.g. repetition of the input of a

pincode).

• Removal of the need of execution • Execution of one selVice's logic removes the need to

execute another's.

• Order of execution· Execution of the logic of a collection of selVices must take place in a
specific order, not in an arbitrary one (e.g. screening and redirection of calls).

• Inconsistency or incompatibility· Execution of one selVice's logic prohibits the execution

of another's (e.g. because a user doesn't know that the actual destination has changed).

• Nondeterminism • Execution of the logic of a set of selVices is not deterministic; Le. because

the specification of a selVice is incomplete, the actual input needed for the execution of a

selVice's logic can not be determined from the alternatives.

• Loops· Repeated execution of one or more selVices can lead to a variety of looping

situations.

6.6 Multiple service interactions.

The fact that the interaction-problem is complex, divers and not yet solved, makes that current

research focuses on interaction problems that involve only two selVices. Therefore, almost every

known interaction involves only two selVices and hardly any examples can be found in literature

that address the interaction problems in case more than two selVices are involved in a single call.

However, the importance of the existence of interactions that involve more than two selVices is

that it increases the complexity of the problem.

If only pair-wise interactions would exist, then adding a new selVice would require examination

of an amount of pairs of selVices which is lineair in the number of already existing selVices. If
combinations of more than two selVices can interact, whereas no pair-wise interaction problem
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exist, the amount of combinations that should be checked becomes (worst case) exponential in the

number of already existing services [Came94].

In [Mull94] it is mentioned that interactions involving more than two services, may be divided

into three cases named bilateral interaction, multilateral interaction and roundabout
interaction. However, no examples and no specific requirements for addressing this kind of

interactions are given. Therefore no attention will be paid in the rest of this report to interaction

problems that arise when more than two services are involved in a single call.

6.7 Overview of proposed partial solutions.

In this paragraph the existing approaches to solving the service-interaction problem will be

discussed. In fact, currently no approach to the interaction-problem exists that covers the problem

completely; all the approaches are partial solutions. The approaches can be subdivided into three

classes, of which each will be described in the following paragraphs [Meli94]:

6.7.1 Avoidance.

Approaches for avoidance of interactions are aimed at developing service platforms and service

creation environments that lead to service implementations that are less susceptible to

interactions. Also the formulation and application of guidelines and restrictions for service

creation can help to avoid the introduction of interactions.

6.7.2 Detection.

It is not very likely that all service interactions can be prevented and therefore they need to be

detected. A distinction can be made between off-line and on-line detection:

• Off-line detection - The approaches that can be classified within the off-line detection

category are applied during the development of a service; i.e. before a service becomes ready

for activation or invocation. However, the rapid increase of the number of services makes off

line detection of interactions staggeringly complex. As such, the traditional manual approach

is no longer adequate and techniques for automatically detecting service interactions have

become necessary. Examples of detection mechanisms are verification and validation tools,

simulation environments, checklists and behaviour analysis.
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• On-line detection - The approaches in this category are used when a service is activated or

invoked. The advantage of on-line detection is that it has to deal with only the data relevant

for a particular situation and not for all the possible situations in which a certain pair of

services could be invoked. An example of on-line detection is behaviour analysis [Tsan94].

6.7.3 Resolution.

Whenever a service interaction problem is detected, a mechanism to resolve it is needed. Similar

to detection, resolution can be done both off-line and on-line:

• Off-line resolution - Off-line interaction resolution includes activities such as manual

redesign or re-implementation but also customer care; i.e. changing the expectations of

service users to match the actual behaviour of services.

• On-line resolution - On-line resolution refers to those approaches that fmd a way to resolve

interactions during run-time. An advantage of run-time interaction resolution is that only

information specific to each occurrence of an interaction needs to be considered, thus

constraining the problem and problem-solving process [Came93].

6.8 Summary and conclusions.

When two or more services become involved in the same call, service interaction problems can

arise. These interaction problems between services are not generally unique and besides of being

technical, they also can be policy of nature, making problems divers and complex. In general,

services are specified with a certain context in mind; i.e. that the service will be the only service

present in a call. Therefore, when another service is added, the context changes and some addition

has to be made to get a consistent behaviour. Typically, the particular implementation of a

service does not represent the ultimate intention of a user, but merely one way to achieve a user's

intentions. Therefore, appropriate resolution of the interaction requires knowing the intentions of

the subscribers when they activated the services.

In attempting to solve the service interaction problem, a reasonable strategy is to first describe

and categorize a large collection of commonly recognized interaction problems so that insight in

the scope of the problem can be provided. An integrated approach to solving the service

interaction problem will consist of techniques from three categories: avoidance, detection and

resolution. Within each category, probably several techniques will be needed to obtain full

coverage of the problem.
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The previous paragraphs have shown that the service interaction problem is a large, complex but

also highly important area of research. A comprehensive approach is required, dealing with all

aspects of service interaction problems. However, such an approach requires extensive and

detailed research which is serious hampered by the sheer complexity of the problem area.
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In the previous chapter the service interaction problem was described from a general point of view. In

this chapter service interactions are related to the DFP and more specific to the several topologic

situations as identified in chapter 5. A separation is made between interactions at SSF level and

interactions at SCF level. Several problems are indicated and some ideas are given.

7.1 Introduction.

In chapter 5, several topologies were introduced for identifying the several situations possible in

case multiple IN supported selVices are involved in the same call. For those specific cases where

only two selVices are involved in the same call, an ovelView of all allowed situations was given in

paragraph 5.3.3. When discussing multiple IN supported selVices on a single call, a call involving

two selVices is the most common situation. Moreover, almost all research in the area of selVice

interactions focuses on situations where only two selVices are involved in the same call. Therefore

the rest of this report will focus on situations where only two IN supported selVices are involved

in a single call.

In discussing selVice interactions at the level of the DFP, the situations of paragraph 5.3.3 are

taken as a starting point. With respect to these situations, several remarks can be made:

• Although an O-BCSM and T-BCSM differ in the number and sort of PICs and DPs (see

figures 4.3 and 4.4), general call and DP processing as described in chapter 4 are the same

for both of them. Therefore, when discussing selVice interactions at BCSM level, no

difference needs to be made between situations where both selVices are invoked on an 0

BCSM and those situations where both selVices are invoked on a T-BCSM as long as their

SCF topology is identical; i.e. in these situations the inter SSF topology is no longer of

importance. Because the SCF topology can be local or distributed, two different selVice

interaction cases are defmed that are related to this kind of situations; case 1 and case 2 as

depicted in table 7.1.

• When discussing selVice interaction issues, those situations where a new BCSM is created as

a result of selVice execution in an SCF, for example as in the situation of figure 7.1 on the

next page, are left out of consideration. This is because both DPs that lead to selVice

execution in the SCF, are in fact related to the same selVice program. Therefore it can be

expected that all interactions that could occur within the scope of this single selVice can be

managed in the selVice program itself.
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• Fig. 7.1 Creation of a new Q-BCSM as result of service execution.

• For those situations that have a distributed SSF topology (each of the two services is invoked
on a BCSM in different SSFs) and for which the SCF topology is the same, no distinction is

made according to the inter SSF topology of these situations (case 5 and 6 in table 7.1).

With this information, six interaction cases can be defmed that will be used for considering
service interactions that are related to calls where two services are involved. In the next table,

these six interaction cases are described.

• Table 7.1 Six interaction cases.~ -,

In each of the above defmed interaction cases one or more SSFs and one or more SCFs are
involved. The next paragraphs describe what kind of interaction problems can be expected at both

the SSF and SCF level and give indications how these interactions could be approached c.q
managed.
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7.2 Interactions at SSF level.

As will become clear in a moment, call and DP processing as it takes place in the SSF can

introduce several kinds of service interaction problems. In considering these service interactions

at SSF level, two types of situations can be identified according to the location where the two

services are invoked:

• Both services invoked on the same BCSM • In this situation both services are invoked on

the same BCSM in a specific SSF. This situation holds for the cases I and 2 in table 7.1.

• Each of the two services invoked on a different BCSM • In this situation each of the
services is invoked on a different BCSM. If both services are invoked in the same SSF (cases

3 and 4) this also implies that the type of BCSM (O-BCSM or T-BCSM) must be different.

For those cases where each of the services is invoked in a different SSF (cases 5 and 6), the

kind of BCSM on which a service is invoked, may be the same or different.

In the next paragraph, these two situations are used to get a proper overview of the several

interaction problems that could occur from the point of view of the SSF level.

7.2.1 Services invoked on the same BCSM.

This paragraph applies to those situations where both services involved in a single call have their

corresponding TDP-R located on the same BCSM in a specific SSF (cases 1 and 2 in table 7.1).

In considering service interaction aspects for this kind of situations, the CS-I recommendations

have been taken as a starting-point. As a result, four types of service interaction problems have

been identified:

• Interactions as a result of invoking both services at the same DP of a specific BCSM..

• Interactions as a result of TDP-R detection failures.

• Interactions as a result of passing another's TDP-R.

• Interactions as a result of general service incompatibility

In the remainder of this section, each of the four types of service interaction problems as they can

occur in the SSF, will be explained in more detail.
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Interactions as a result of service invocation at the same DP.

This paragraph applies to those situations where the same OP of a single BCSM is anned twice
as a TOP-R and for which the criteria of these TOP-Rs are fulfilled as well. In the figure below,

such a situation is depicted.

=====+:-+ TOP-R service 1
TOP-R service 2

:
I
I

t

• Fig. 7.2 The same OP is armed twice as a TOP-R.

With respect to the several OP criteria as mentioned in the CS-l recommendations [Q.1214], two

situations can be distinguished:

• Situations for which the criteria for both TDP-Rs are the same - For example in case both
TDP-Rs have the 'dialled number' as criterion.

• Situations for which the criteria for both TDP-Rs are different - For example in case the

TDP-R for the first service has the 'calling number' as criterion while the TOP-R for the
second service has the 'dialled number' as criterion.

In both situations a decision has to be made which service should be invoked first. The current
CS-l recommendations [Q.1214] indicate the use of a static approach by stating that the OP

criteria have to be placed in a certain priority order through administrative procedures. Although
such a solution can manage those situations where each of the services has different criteria for
its TOP-R, nothing is said about those situations where both services have the same criteria for

their TDP-R.

A solution for the latter that is in line with the static approach, could be to place the services in a
priority order in case both services have the same criteria for their TOP-R. In this way for each

OP a service invocation priority table could be created with a structure as shown in table 7.2.

The example in the table shows that if the 'calling party number"'" 1100' and the 'dialled number

= XXXX', the criteria of the TDP-R for both service one and service two are fulfilled. In this

situation service one will be invoked because this service has a higher priority for the 'calling

party = 1100' criterion then service two. In case the 'calling party number = 2200' and the

'dialled number = 4400' both the criteria for the TDP-R of service three and service six are
fulfilled. Now service three will be invoked because the 'calling party number' criterion has a
higher priority than the 'dialled number' criterion.
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• Table 7.2 Example of a service invocation priority table.

Such a service invocation priority table could be implemented as a part of the Feature Interaction

Manager (FIM) in the SSF, as described in chapter 4.

The advantages of this solution can be summarised as follows:

• Service interactions can be managed in the SSF itself, thus no communication is needed with
other functional entities in order to take decisions about precedence of services. In the SSF is

decided which service will be executed; i.e. only one service will be executed.

• Interaction problems are handled in a simple way. Only the criteria of the starting DP (the
TDP-R) of a service are taken into account.

• It is assured that at any point in time, only a single point of control is present for a certain

BCSM.

However, such a static approach also has some disadvantages:

• The mechanism relies on specifying each possible interaction for every possible combination

of services at a specific DP. And as the number of services gets large (which is one of the

aims of IN), such a specification will quickly become complex.

• Different users could have different preferences; user A would like to give service one a

higher priority than service two while user B would like to do the ·opposite. The inclusion of

such user specific preferences would become complex.

• The procedure that is used for composing a service invocation priority table is focused only
at the criteria for the TDP-R of a service; Le. the starting point of a service. Thus,

information like the DP or PIC where the call processing will be restarted after service

execution and whether or not a service can dynamically arm other DPs as EDP-Rs is not
taken into account, although this could be useful.
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From the previous it can be concluded that there's need for a more dynamic approach for making

decisions about service compatibility and precedence. Such a dynamic approach will probably

require user information as well as more information about services themselves. Moreover, a

dynamic approach will have to be independent of DP processing so that decisions about

compatibility and precedence can be made after the invocation of both services. It seems

unfeasible to store all this kind of information in the SSF and therefore it will become necessary

that other entities at a higher level (SCF and SDF) become involved in the process of taking a

decision which service should be invoked fIrst. Below are listed several ideas that could be a step

in the right way to be able to make decisions in a more dynamic and flexible way:

• Introduction of a rule based system· Instead of 'hard-coding' that service one has a higher

priority than service two, some rules could be introduced that allow the decision to be made

in a more flexible way. Moreover, decisions can be made in a more service independent way.

For example one could introduce a rule that makes a decision based on whether a service

changes the 'dialled party number' or not. A decision based on such a rule could apply to a

whole group of service interactions instead of a specifIc case. Another example could be that

a decision is made according to the fact that a service wants to dynamically arm another DP

as an EDP-R or not (see also LAP below). From these examples it can be seen that it could

be valuable to make decisions that are dependent on the information that is inherent to service

execution. It is left for further study to investigate what kind of rules should be defmed and

how effective such a rule based system could be.

• Service analysis· Another solution could be that in case two services have their TDP-R

. located on the same DP and both their criteria are fulfilled, both services are analysed before

they are downloaded into the network. The two TDP-Rs are then transformed to one new

TDP-R that includes both services. In this way a DP is always armed only once as a TDP-R.

This means that interactions between services will already have to be managed at the service

creation/specifIcation stage (see chapter 3). The disadvantage of this method is that every

time a new service is added that arms a DP that already is armed as a TDP-R, the existing

service has to be modified in such a way that interactions are handled in a proper way. Such

a solution could give rise to the introduction of an 'user service profIle' in which all the

services of a single user should be present and in which interactions between these services

are managed.

• The Look Ahead Procedure (LAP) • This idea is based on the assumption that sometimes

decisions about precedence can be made from information that is inherent to the execution of

a service. For example a decision could be made, based on the fact whether a service will arm

another DP as a EDP-R or not. The LAP could be used to fmd out whether a service would

like to arm a DP as a EDP-R within the specifIc context. In other words, a service can be

executed on a virtual platform and the interaction manager can take decisions with the results
obtained in this way.
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• The Trigger Shifting Method (TSM) • This idea is based on the fact that sometimes

services could be invoked at a range of DPs, instead of only at a specific DP. Thus, when

designing services, all the possible DPs should be indicated where the service could be

invoked. In the situation that a DP is anned twice as a TDP-R, it then could be considered to

invoke one of the services at another DP within the indicated range of DPs for that service.

An example of the TSM is depicted in figure 7.3.

I
I

+

===:::::TOP-R service 1
TOP-R service 2

TSM

I
I

+

--.TOP-R service 1

--.TOP-R service 2

• Fig. 7.3 Example of the Trigger Shifting Method (TSM).

When using this TSM it should be taken into account that consistency of data is maintained

so that the criteria for the TDP-R of the second service stay fulfilled. Another point to be

considered is the DP or PIC where the first service will end its control relationship. The

implementation and feasibility of such a TSM are for further study.

Probably a combination of approaches will be needed in an interaction manager that has both

knowledge of services and users in order to be able to take decisions about service precedence in

a more flexible way.

Interactions as a result of TDP-R detection failures.

This kind of interaction refers to situations for which already a control relationship exists if a DP

is encountered that is anned as a TDP-R; i.e. the TDP-R of the second service is located between

the TDP-R and a EDP-R of the first service. Such a situation is depicted in figure 7.4 on the next

page. Interactions can occur because the current CS-l recommendations [Q.l2l4] state that DPs

that are anned as a TDP-R are simply ignored during call and DP processing if there is already

an existing control relationship between the SSF and SCF. The reason for ignoring a TDP-R in

such a situation is that processing the TDP-R could result in a new control relationship, which

would violate the single point of control restriction as indicated by the CS-l recommendations. In

some cases, ignoring the processing of a DP could be a right decision because it satisfies the way

the interaction problem should be handled. However, in other cases ignoring the processing of a

DP could lead to interactions because only one of the two services is executed while in fact both

services could be executed without introducing any problems.
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----_TDF4lserv�cel

tt~+-----+ TDF4lservlce2

----_EDP-R_l

1
• Fig. 7.4 TOP detection failure.

The following example clarifies that ignoring DPs in general is a too strong restriction because in

some cases a second service could be executed without introducing interaction problems.

• Example Credit Card Follow-on on Busy (CCFB) service first asks the user to enter his pincode and

afterwards the number to dial. If the dialled party is not occupied, a connection will be established

and the call will be charged at the bankaccount of the user with the CCFB service. In case the

dialled party is occupied. the caller is requested if he wants to make a follow-on call. In this way it

is prevented that the user again has to enter his pincode. The BMW Hot-line service provides a

national-wide BMW Hot-line number that is translated to the number of the nearest BMW dealer.

In figure 7.5 it can be seen that in this example both services are involved in the same call and

that the TDP-R of the BMW Hot-line service is located between the TDP-R and the EDP-R of the

CCFB service. According to the current CS-I recommendations, this TDP-R of the BMW Hot-line

service will not be processed with the result that an interaction problem is introduced because of

not executing the BMW Hot-line service. The example shows that the BMW Hot-line service can

be executed without introducing any problems.

1. The CCFB s9IVice is invoked and call
processing is hailed.

2. DynamicailyanningolDP.

3. Call processing is resumed. Control
relationshil sill exisls.

4. The BMW Hot-line S91Vice is invoked
and executed.

5. Call processing wll be resumed.

6. Call processing is hailed and the
CCFB s9IVice sands egain
Instructions.
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I
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• Fig. 7.5 Example indicating that ignoring a OP is in some cases a too strong restriction.
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In the previous example the BMW Hot-line service was only used to translate the dialled number

to another destination number; i.e. no other OPs were dynamically armed as EOP-Rs and after

service execution call processing was resumed at the same point as where the service was

invoked. More complex situations arise when both services will dynamically arm a OP as an
EOP-R. As an example, the next figure shows the situation where two services start (TDP-R) at

different OPs but will dynamically arm the same OP during service execution.

• Example Consider again the CCFB service and an extended version of the BMW Hot-line service. This

extended version of the BMW Hot-line service tries to connect the user to the nearest BMW

dealer. However, if this BMW dealer is already occupied, the call is redirected to the BMW

central support office.

In figure 7.6 it can be seen that the TDP-R of the BMW Hot-line service is located between the

TDP-R and the EDP-R of the CCFB service and that the EDP-Rs of both services are located at

the same DP.

1. The CCFB service Is Invoked
and call processing Is halted.

2. Dynamically enning 01 CP.

3. CsJI processing Is resumed.
ControIlllIatlonshlp stili exists.

4. The BMW HC*llne service Is
Invoked and execuled.

5. CsJI processing wll be resumed.

e. CsJI processing Is hailed.
interaction arises !

I
I
I
I..

• Fig. 7.6 Both services arm the same OP as EOP-R.

In the above situation both services want to undertake action in case the OP is encountered that is

armed as an EOP-R by both services. A right solution in this example seems to be to give the

BMW Hot-line service a higher priority so that the user will be connected to the BMW central

support office. However, one could argue that the CCFB service isn't executed properly then.

In even more complex situations both services could arm multiple OPs as EOP-Rs without being

necessary that the same OPs are armed by the services. It's not hard to imagine that in this way a

sheer multitude of variations can be created which hampers making easy decisions about priority

and precedence between services.
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The examples show that the CS-l recommendations are too strong by stating that a DP that is

anned as a TDP-R should be ignored if it is located between a TDP-R and an EDP-R of another

selVice. On the other hand, processing the TDP-R for the second selVice will need a very

'intelligent' interaction management system to be able to manage this kind of situations in a

proper and consistent way.

As a fIrst step towards a more flexible approach to this kind of interactions the following idea is

proposed. For a more dynamic approach, the TDP-R shouldn't be ignored by forehand. A

solution could be to process the TDP-R as normal and send the invocation message to an

interaction management system. This system may then take a proper decision. Such a decision

could be based on the following kinds of information:

• An exclusion table. For each pair of selVices it is considered whether it is allowed that both

selVices are executed or not. For filling up such an exclusion table, the following

requirements should be taken into account:

• A selVice may exclude itself. For some selVices, a new instance of that selVice may not

be invoked after the selVice has already been invoked.

• If selVice two may be invoked after selVice one, this does not imply that selVice one may

be invoked after selVice two.

This method has the advantage that it is simple and easy. Moreover, such an exclusion table

could be implemented in the FIM so that no communication with other FEs (e.g. an SCF) is

necessary. The disadvantage of this method is that it is rather static and that exclusion tables

become rather complex if the number of selVices increases.

• A more dynamic method could be the use of a rule based system as indicated before. Also

'look-ahead' procedures could be useful so that decisions can be taken after fIrst executing

the selVices on a 'virtual platform'. Another possibility would be that in the interaction

management system some negotiation could be established between the two selVices.

The implementation of these ideas will probably have to be done at a higher level than the

SSF level (e.g. SCF level) and are left here for further study.
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Interactions as a result of passing another service's TDP-R.

In some cases a DP that is armed as a TDP-R and for which the criteria are fulfIlled can not be
reached as a result of service execution of another service. This is because it is allowed that call

processing during service execution can be resumed at any specific PIC in the BCSM. In the

figure on the next page such a situation is depicted.

I
I
I
I..

• Fig. 7.7 Passing another service's TOP-A.

In such a situation interactions can be expected because the DP that is armed as a TDP-R by a

service, is simply not reached and thus the service will not be executed. It is hard to indicate how

such an interaction could be handled. A method like TSM will probably not be feasible in a 'real

time' manner in this situation because the TDP-R for the second service is simply not reached.

Perhaps the TSM could be useful in this case when analysing services before downloading them

in the network.

Interactions as a result of general service incompatibility.

This paragraph applies to situations where the first service has already been executed and

fmished it's control relationship when the DP is encountered that is armed as a TDP-R for the

second service; i.e. the services are invoked after each other. This is illustrated in the figure on the
next page.
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• Fig. 7.8 Services are invoked after each other.

In such a situation DP processing in the SSF will not encounter any problems. However,

interaction problems could occur in such a situation because of incompatibility between the fIrst

and second service. Therefore an interaction system is needed in order to be able to manage these

problems in a proper way.

An exclusion table like indicated before, present in an interaction manager, could be used to

indicate whether the two services may be both executed or not. This interaction manager could be

implemented in the FIM as described in chapter 4. Another, more flexible solution could be the

use of a negotiation mechanism. Such a system could enable potentially conflicting users in the

same call to co-operate by negotiating agreements.

7.2.2 Services invoked on different BCSMs.

This paragraph applies to those situations where both services involved in the same call, have

their corresponding TDP-R located on different BCSMs (cases 3, 4, 5 and 6 in table 7.1) as

indicated in the fIgure on the next page.

For services that are invoked on different BCSMs, no interactions as a result of BCSM call and

DP processing have to be expected because only one service will be invoked for each of the

BCSMs; i.e. the services are invoked on functionally separated BCSMs. Thus, both services will

be executed independently without knowing from each other that they are executed. However, this

doesn't exclude that service interaction problems could not occur. In fact, these situations can be

compared to some cases described in the previous paragraph. Therefore an interaction system is

needed that has enough relevant knowledge to be able to take proper decisions. Exclusion tables

or the concept of negotiation between services could be possible solutions.
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Note: The two BCSMs can be located in the
same SSF (cases 3 end 4) or in
different SSFs (cases 5 end 6).

+1---+TOP-A service 2

I
I

+
BCSM-2

• Fig. 7.9 Both services have their TOP-R on different BCSMs.

7.3 Interactions at SCF level.

In this paragraph interactions that can arise at SCF level will be evaluated. In considering these

interactions, the SCF topology as described in chapter 5 is used.

After the invocation of a service, proper decisions have to be made whether and/or how this

service has to be executed. Therefore an interaction manager will be necessary that has enough

knowledge and is able to communicate between the different services involved in the same call for

making proper decisions. In case of a local SCF topology such an interaction manager could be

present in the SCF itself. On the other hand, for a distributed SCF topology, the interaction

manager could be distributed over the several SCFs involved in the call or be implemented as a

single entity on a separated platform. In the CS-I recommendations the interaction management

in the SCF is performed by the Service Logic Interaction Manager (SLIM) as indicated in chapter

4. This SLIM manages interactions among multiple service logic program instances that are

simultaneously active on a single call in the same SCP.

7.4 Summary and conclusions.

Based on the several topologic situations identified in chapter 5 for a call that involves two IN

supported services, six interaction cases have been identified. In considering service interaction

problems from the point of view of the DFP, a distinction is made between interaction problems

at the SSF level and the SCF level. Service interaction problems at SSF level are strongly related

to the call and DP processing in BCSMs. Therefore situations for which both services are

invoked on the same BCSM are considered apart from those situations for which each of the two

services is invoked on a different BCSM.
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For the former kind of situations, four types of service interaction problems have been identified

that occur as a result of invoking both services at the same DP, TDP-R detection failures, passing

another's TDP-R and general service incompatibility. Each of these types have been described

and some ideas towards solving these problems are presented.

In general it seems that BCSM and DP processing as currently indicated by the CS-l

recommendations avoids, or rather postpones, to deal with interaction problems. Potential service

interaction problems are recognized but, because of their complexity, they are considered beyond

the scope of CS-l and require further study. The preceding paragraphs have indicated that the

single-point of control restriction of the CS-l recommendations is too strong for some cases and

that the support of a 'multiple-point of control environment' will be needed. Moreover, for being

able to manage interaction problems in a better and more effective and efficient way, a more

flexible and dynamic interaction management system will be needed that has relevant user and

service information.

During the service execution phase, service interaction problems can not be handled in the SSF or

SCF alone; at both levels mechanisms will be necessary that are actively involved in service

interaction management. At SSF level the FIM could be used for this purpose while at SCF level

the SLIM is the obvious entity for performent of interaction management. The FIM focuses on

DP processing and as such it's role in service interaction management seems to be restricted to

rather static mechanisms for making decisions about compatibility and precedence at the service

invocation phase in BCSMs. The SLIM is located at the higher SCF level and as such becomes
involved in service interaction management after services have been invoked. Moreover it is

closely related to service execution and therefore it seems that this SLIM constitutes an important

role in more flexible and dynamic ways of handling service interactions.
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8. A generic management model.

In chapter 7 six interaction cases were identified. By including the FlMs and SLIMs as described in

chapter 4 in these interaction cases, six interaction management cases can be constituted. It will be

clarified that a generic functional management model can be found that will be used for further

investigations.

8.1 Introduction.

In the previous chapter six interaction cases were identified by means of table 7.1. Also it was

pointed out that in all probability, interactions will have to be tackled at different levels of the

DFP; i.e. both at SSF (the switching platform) and SCF (the service platform) level. Interaction

management in the SSF could be provided by the FIM, while on the other hand the SLIM could

be used for interaction management in the SCF (see chapter 4). By mapping such FIMs and

SLIMs to the six interaction cases of chapter 7, six interaction management cases can be

constituted for the case that two IN supported services are involved in a single call. In table 8.1

on the next page the several interaction management cases are depicted.

8.2 Interaction management cases.

By evaluating the six interaction management cases, the following aspects related to interaction
management can be revealed:

• Linking· Table 8.1 shows that situation 4 may be easily obtained from situation 6 by
placing both FIMs in the same SSF. Moreover, by linking the FIMs and/or SLIMs of these
two situations, the several other situations depicted in the table can be obtained:

• By linking the SLIMs of situation 4, situation 3 can be obtained. By linking the SLIMs
of situation 6, situation 5 can be obtained.

• By linking the FIMs of situation 4 or 6, situation 2 can be obtained.

• By linking both the FIMs and SLIMs of situation 4 or 6, situation 1 can be obtained.
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• Table 8.1 Six interaction management cases.

• Communication· In situations 1, 2, 3 and 5 a single entity can be assigned that has a direct
link to all the other interaction managers involved in the same call. Therefore, communication
between the several FIMs and SLIMs involved in these situations, can be easily established.
Moreover, the presence of such a single entity indicates that it could be used as the entity that
performs co-ordination of the complete process, having knowledge of all the services involved
in the call:
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• For situation I the FIM and SLIM have a direct link with each other and are capable of
exchanging infonnation between each other.

• Situation 2 shows a more SSF oriented approach because in this case the involved FIM is
the entity that has a direct link to both SLIMs.

• Situations 3 and 5 show a more SCF oriented approach because in both cases the
involved SLIM is the entity that has a direct link to both FIMs.

For situations 4 and 6 no entity exists that has a direct link to all the interaction managers

involved in the same call. However, a link between the several interaction managers seems

nonetheless necessary for co-ordination of the complete call.

8.3 A generic functional management model.

From the previous paragraph it can be concluded that all the situations may be derived from
situation 6. This situation refers to the most distributed case and it can be expected that
mechanisms applicable to this situation will also apply to the other situations. Therefore situation
6 is taken as generic functional management model for those situations where two IN supported
services are involved in the same call. In the next figure this model is depicted.

• Fig. 8.1 The generic functional management model.

From this figure it can be seen that there exists no direct link between the interaction managers
corresponding to the first service (FIMI and SLIMI) and the interaction managers corresponding
to the second service (FIM2 and SLIM2) involved in the same call; Le. the invocation and
execution of each of the services takes place at functionally separated platfonns as indicated by
the dashed line in the figure. Thus in a situation like this, the second service will be invoked and
executed (SLP2 in SCF2) completely independent of the fIrst service (SLPI in SCFI). This also
means that the second service is being executed without having knowledge about any other
services being executed for that same call. Although such a situation could work for some cases,
in general a fonn of communication will be necessary to co-ordinate the process.
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Finally, it should be mentioned that the price to be paid for the 'transparency' of the network
topology as illustrated by the generic functional management model will be that restrictions that
apply to this model, will also affect the other situations of table 8.1.

8.4 Summary and conclusions.

By mapping FIMs and SLIMs to the six interaction cases identified in chapter 7, six interaction
management cases are obtained. From a more close examination of these cases in terms of linking
the several FIMs and/or SLIMs and the communication between the several interaction managers,
it is concluded that a generic functional management model can be constituted. All the situations
may be derived from this generic functional management model. The model shows that services
are executed independently from each other and that a form of communication between the
several interaction managers will be necessary to co-ordinate the process.
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9. Communication between services.

This chapter discusses issues related to communication between two services involved in a single call.

A Service Logic Program Parameter (SLPP) is introduced that is used for setting up a communication

path. A fonn of communication working according to the principle of a chain of 'Questions & Answers'

is presented together with some examples. Finally, some more mature negotiation techniques are

described.

9.1 Introduction.

A more flexible and consistent interaction management for a call could be provided by services

that are able to communicate with each other by means of the several interaction managers

involved in that call. For such a communication between several services involved in the same

call, the following two requirements can be stated:

• First, a newly invoked service should be informed whether another service is already involved

in the same call because in general, at least two parties are needed for communication.

• Secondly, a service should know where and how to contact that other service; i.e. the address

of the other service should be known in order to be able to set up a communication path with

that service.

The generic functional management model as depicted in figure 8.1 of the previous chapter, is

taken here as the starting point in discussing issues related to the communication between two IN

supported services on a single call.

9.2 Service Logic Program Instances (SLPls).

To each service corresponds a Service Logic Program (SLP) that is selected from a library of

SLPs and invoked in the SCF under control of the SLIM (see chapter 4). Such an SLP can use

specific user data (for example a screening list) as well as some specific call data (for example

calling and called line information). Therefore the execution of an SLP with its corresponding

user and call data can be seen as a unique instance of this SLP, referred to as a Service Logic

Program Instance (SLPI). Such an SLPI is specific to a certain call. Everytime an SLP is selected

and invoked in the SLIM, a new SLPI for this specific SLP will be created. Thus in a single SCF,

multiple instances of the same SLP could be active simultaneously as indicated in figure 9.1 on

the next page.
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call 1 call 2 call 3

• Fig. 9.1 Three Instances of the same SLP are simultaneously active for different calls.

The above example shows a situation where three different instances of the same SLP are

simultaneously active for three different calls.

9.2.1 Service Logic Program Instance Number (SLPIN).

To indicate the uniqueness of each SLPI that is under control of a single SLIM, a unique number

can be assigned to each of these SLPIs by the SLIM, referred to as the Service Logic Program

Instance Number (SLPIN). In case a second service becomes involved in a call for which already

another service was involved, communication between these two services can be established by

providing a communication path between the SLPI for this new service and the SLPI

corresponding to the service already involved in that call. By providing the SLPIN of the SLPI

already involved in the call to the SLPI corresponding to the second service for that specific call,

communication between the two services involved in the same call can be established in a proper

way. This is shown in the next figure.

SLPIN.OO, SlPIN.OO2

call

• Fig. 9.2 PrOViding the SLPIN to the second SLPI.

In general the lifetime of an SLPI will be finite. Thus after a SLPI has been completely executed,

its corresponding SLPIN could be assigned to a newly invoked SLPI in the same SCF. However,

the uniqueness of the SLPI that has been executed will become lost in this way because the same

SLPIN will be used for different SLPIs. Therefore it should be ensured that the timespan for re

assigning the SLPIN to a new SLPI will be taken in a proper way. A feasible solution seems to

relate the SLPIN to the time/date or the identifier of the call (indicated as the 'Call ID'

information element in CS-l [Q.1214D.
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9.2.2 SCF Identifier (51).

Figure 9.2 in the previous paragraph showed that the SLPIN corresponding to the fIrst service is

provided to the SLIM that also controls the SLPI corresponding to the second service involved in

that same call. However, the more general situation as illustrated by the generic functional

management model, shows that the second service involved in a specifIc call, is being executed in

another SCF than the fIrst service. In such a case the SLPI corresponding to the second service

will be under control of another SLIM than the one that controls the SLPI of the fIrst service.

Thus providing only the SLPIN of the fIrst service to the SLIM that controls the SLPI

corresponding to the second service, is not sufficient to locate the SLPI of the fIrst service.

Therefore it is proposed to assign a unique number to each SCF, called the SCF IdentifIer (SI).

By providing this SI together with the SLPIN, the SLIM that controls the SLPI corresponding to

the second service is able to locate the SLPI in the proper SCF. In the next fIgure this situation is

depicted.

51.01, 5LPIN. 004 ..
• Fig. 9.3 SLPls involved in the same call are located in different SCFs.

The fIgure shows that two services are involved in 'call 2'. The SLIM that controls the second

service (located in SCF 2) is provided with the SI and the SLPIN of the fIrst service and will

therefore be able to initiate a communication session with the correct SLPI in the fIrst SCF.

Moreover, the use of a SI allows that the same SLPIN could be used simultaneously in different

SCFs for different SLPIs.

As mentioned before in chapter 5, all the SLPIs that are used together in providing a single

service are considered as one SLPI. Within this cluster of SLPIs only one SLPI is able to

influence the SSF. That specifIc SLPI should perform the communication with the other SLPIs

present in the cluster.
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9.2.3 Service Logic Program Parameter (SLPP).

Both the SI and SLPIN can be included in a single parameter, called the SeIViceLogic Program

Parameter (SLPP) as depicted in figure 9.4. This SLPP will have to be passed from the SLIM

that controls the first SLPI to the SLIM that has control over the SLPI corresponding to the

second seIVice involved in that same call. After receival, the second SLIM can use this SLPP to

contact the proper SLPI corresponding to the first seIVice.

SLPP

• Fig. 9.4 Structure of the Service Logic Program Parameter (SLPP).

In case the SLPI corresponding to the fIrSt seIVice in the call has not yet fmished when the second

seIVice is invoked, then the SLPP corresponding to the second seIVice should be passed to the

SLIM that controls the fIrSt seIVice. In this way it is ensured that both SLPls know each other's

existence and hence a bilateral communication can be established.

9.2.4 Sequence of actions.

This paragraph' describes a typical sequence of actions in the generic functional management

model to illustrate how the SLPP will be created and transferred during a call. This illustration is

not intended to imply or reflect any specific implementation, but provides an example to clarify

the use of the SLPP.

It should be mentioned that for reasons of simplicity only the BCSMs on which seIVices are

invoked are depicted in the figures of table 9.1. These BCSMs could be O-BCSMs as well as T

BCSMs.
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9.2.5 Timing issues.

In order to make communication between two services effective, the history of a call should be

kept available as long as that call exists. In general two situations can be identified at the moment

that the second service is invoked:

• The first service is still having control over the call • In this situation the fIrst service is

still having a control relationship with the SSF it was invoked at (e.g. it has armed one or

more DPs as a EDP-R). As such, this fIrst service is able to influence the call as a result of

communicating with the second service.

• The first service has already finished its control over the call • In this situation the fIrst

service has already fmished its control relationship with the SSF it was invoked at. Therefore

this service is not able to influence the call anymore; i.e. it acts in a passive way. Now, only

the second service is able to undertake some actions knowing that another service was already

involved in the call.

In general it will be hard to know the exact time-dependency between two services involved in the

same call, because of delays as a result of signal processing and/or the dependency on timers.

This kind of issues is considered to be out of the scope of this report.

9.3 Signalling enhancements.

The next fIgure shows the ITU standardized protocols that are currently used for communication

between the several entities in the generic functional management model. For the network

signalling between exchanges (both local and transit) the ISUP protocol is used. The INAP

protocol as mentioned before in chapter 2, is used for signalling between the SSF and SCF. Both

protocols are based on Signalling System No.7 (SS7), the common channel signalling system

standardized by the ITU [Q.730, Q.761, Q.762, Q.763] .

• Fig. 9.5 Signalling protocols.
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In the generic functional management model, the transmission of the SLPP will have to be
supported both by INAP and rsvp. For this purpose, both protocols will have to be adapted:

• Either by modifying some of the existing messages. For example by fIlling up currently
unused parameters. The advantage of this method is that existing versions of the protocols
can be maintained. The disadvantage is that parameters are used that are originally not

intended for the transfer of the SLPP.

• Or by creating new messages. The advantage of this method is that messages can be created
that are adjusted to the need for passing an SLPP. However, the disadvantage is that such an
enhancement of either INAP or rsvp will have great impact on existing network
architectures because new versions of the protocols will have to be installed.

In any case, it should be kept in mind that enhancements of the signalling should be restricted to a
minimum. In the following two paragraphs some ideas are given for passing the SLPP from the

fIrst SCP to the second SCP by means of rsvp and rNAP.

9.3.1 ISUP enhancements.

This paragraphs describes two ideas for transferring the SLPP between two SSFs via the rsvp
protocol. Both ideas are based on the use of already existing messages in rsvp [Q. 763]:

• Use of the Initial Address Message (lAM) - The fIrst message that will always be sent via
rsvp in the connection set-up between two exchanges is the Initial Address Message (lAM).

This lAM is sent in forward direction to initiate the seizure of an outgoing circuit and to

transmit number and other information relating to the routing and handling of a call. In this
lAM is among others the 'generic digits' parameter present in which digit information can be
stored for the purpose of conveying general information between exchanges. As such, this

parameter could be used for the transfer of the SLPP between exchanges. However, this lAM

is only sent in forward direction during the connection set-up. Therefore the use of this

message is restricted to those situations where the fIrst selVice is invoked and executed before
the call is routed to another SSF.

• Use of the Pass Along Message (pAM) - The Pass Along Message (PAM) is a rsvp
message that may be sent in either direction to transfer general information between two

exchanges along the same signalling path as that used to establish a physical connection
between those two exchanges. Within this context the PAM could be used for passing the
SLPP to other exchanges.
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Both methods are restricted by the fact that they are only applicable for national use. For the

lAM, the 'generic digits' parameter is restricted to national use. In case of the PAM, the

restriction holds for the message itself.

9.3.2 INAP enhancements.

Table 9.1 indicates that the INAP protocol should support the transfer of the SLPP from an SCF

to an SSF as well as the other way around:

• SLPP transfer from SSF to SCF • The SLPP will have to be sent from an SSF to an SCF in

case a second service becomes involved in a call. For this purpose the 'InitialDP' operation in

INAP could be used. This operation is sent after encountering a TDP-R to indicate the

request for the execution of a service; i.e. if a new service becomes involved in a call, this

'InitialDP' will always be sent. One· of the arguments of the 'InitialDP' operation is the

'Service Interaction Indicators' parameter, which is intended to be exchanged between the

SSF and SCF to resolve interactions between IN based and network based services,

respectively between different IN based services [lNAP]. Currently, this parameter is unused

and therefore it could be effective for transferring the SLPP.

• SLPP transfer from SCF to SSF • The operations sent by the SCF to the SSF are service

dependent; i.e. in a dialogue between a SCF and a SSF it can not be ensured that a certain

specific operation will always be sent by the SCF. Therefore the use of a single parameter for

the transfer of the SLPP would imply that this parameter will have to be present in all the

operations that may be sent by a SCF. Unfortunately, the above mentioned 'Service

Interaction Indicators' parameter is not common to all operations that may be sent by a SCF

to a SSF. Therefore, probably a new operation will be needed in INAP in supporting the

transfer of the SLPP from an SCF to an SSF.

9.3.3 Mapping of INAP to ISUP and vice versa.

If the SLPP is sent from an SCF to an SSF via INAP, the SSF will have to take care of passing

this SLPP to the other SSF(s) involved in that same call via ISUP. Therefore a consistent

mapping between INAP and ISUP will be needed. On the other hand, when the SSP has to be sent

from a certain SSF to a specific SCF, then the SSF should perform a consistent mapping of the
SLPP received via ISUP to INAP.
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This mapping between ISUP and INAP could be provided by the FIM and as such will have to be

enhanced to perfonn this function. Within this context, the FIM could be considered as being a

'service hatch' for the SLPP between a SSF and a SCF.

9.4 Communication paths.

Once the SLIM that controls the second SLPI involved in a certain call, is notified of the location

of the fIrst service via the SLPP, a communication path can be established between the two SLPIs

for the purpose of exchanging infonnation. When considering the generic functional management

model, establishing a communication path between the two SLPIs involved in the same call,

means that a connection has to be set up between the SLIMs of the two SCFs involved in that

call. Although several ways for establishing such a communication path between two SCFs could

be possible, the two considered here are:

• An indirect communication path - In this case an indirect communication path is set up via

the INAP and ISUP interfaces, already used for passing the SLPP between two SLIMs. Such

a situation is depicted in fIgure 9.6.

• Fig. 9.6 An indirect communication path via ISUP/INAP.

At the time that the establishment of a communication path will be initiated by the SLIM in

the second SCF, an INAP dialogue between the SSF and this SCF will be present as a result

of the already existing control relationship. Also, the ISUP signalling between the two SSFs

involved in the call could be used as long as the call is present. However, the INAP dialogue

between the SSF and SCF related to the fIrst service could already have been fmished

depending on the fact whether the fIrst service is still having control over the call or not.

• A direct SCF-SCF communication path - In this case a direct relationship between the

SLIMs in the two SCFs will be established as indicated in fIgure 9.7. Currently, such an

SCF-SCF interface is not supported by the CS-I recommendations [Q. 1211]. For the

ongoing CS-2 standardization's, the need for interworking between different SCFs is

identified. However, at the moment no explicit fIlling in is given for this issue.
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• Fig. 9.7 A direct SCF-SCF communication path.

In considering which of the above methods will be best suited for exchanging information

between two services involved in the same call, the following aspects are taken into account:

• Standardization - Nowadays ISUP is being used extensively for signalling between SSFs.
On the other hand, INAP is accepted as the standard for signalling between an SSF and an

SCF. Therefore, the exchange of information between services by means of an indirect

ISUP/INAP communication path, implies that both ISUP and INAP will have to support

such a situation. However, the current versions of both ISUP and INAP are not intended to

support such type of information exchange. Therefore they will have to be adapted, thereby

placing a great impact on the existing network infrastructure in terms of signalling. Although

the issue is covered by the ongoing CS-2 standardization's, no protocol is presently

standardized for a direct SCF-SCF communication. As a result it will be easier to include the

requirements for a direct SCF-SCF relationship in such a protocol; i.e. a more dedicated

protocol can be developed.

• Network impact - The use of an indirect ISUP/INAP communication path implies that the
load for the existing network signalling will increase significantly. A relatively large number

of exchanges might be involved in exchanging information between services. Direct SCF

SCF communication takes place at 'SCF level', thus putting no extra load on the existing

ISUP/INAP signalling because the SCFs have direct access to the signalling network.

Moreover, at the 'SCF level', in general less nodes will be involved in passing the

information. This reduces the network load and could have a positive effect at transmission

delays as well. Finally it can be seen from figures 9.6 and 9.7 that in the case of an indirect

communication path, SSFs as well as SCFs are involved in the process of information

exchange, while for a direct communication only SCFs are involved.

• Connection set-up - In general setting up a new connection is more expensive than
maintaining an already established communication path. As long as there exists a control

relationship between the SSF and SCF related to the first service, no new connections will
have to be established for an indirect communication path. On the other hand, for a direct

SCF-SCF communication path, always a new connection between the two SCFs will have to

be established.
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From the previous it can be concluded that the most obvious way for the exchange of information

between two services, would be a direct SCF-SCF communication path. In this way the

communication can be established at a 'high level' without the need to adapt the ISUP and INAP

protocols, thereby putting a heavy load on the existing network infrastructure. In the ongoing CS

2 standardization's the need for an SCF-SCF interface is already identified. Because such an

interface is not standardized yet, it could be relative simple to take the requirements for

information exchange between services into account. Therefore, the direct SCF-SCF

communication path is favoured over the indirect communication path and will be taken as

starting point for further investigations.

9.5 The form of communication.

Once the SLPIs corresponding to services involved in the same call, are able to communicate with

each other via a communication path, one could wonder how such a communication will look

like; i.e. the type of protocol. The form of communication proposed here is a chain of 'Questions

& Answers'. This means that a service (SLPI) is able to ask questions to another service (SLPI)

involved in that same call. After sending a question, the service will wait for an answer. In

response to this answer new questions might be generated. In the next figure this kind of

communication is illustrated.

Communication path

• Fig. 9.8 Communication via a chain of 'Questions &Answers'.

In this way a service can ask for specific information it is interested in; i.e. only relevant

information is retrieved from other services. The characteristic service requirements for such a

form of communication can be stated as follow:

• Questioning - Services (SLPIs) have to support the ability to compose a question that can be

understood by other services, to send this question to another service and moreover to receive

an answer to this question.

• Answering - Services (SLPIs) have to support the ability to be questioned by another

service, to compose an answer that can be understood by this other service and moreover to

send this answer to the other service.
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Currently, no direct form of communication between services is available and services don't fulfIl

the above requirements. Therefore to support this form of communication, SLPs will have to be

modified.

A point to consider is how questions are to be handled by a service (SLPI). In general, an SLPI

can be seen as a dynamic entity that invokes several functional routines for actively controlling

the flow of service execution. In the next figure an SLPI with its corresponding functional

routines is shown.

• Fig. 9.9 SLPI with its functional routines.

The figure shows a situation for which the service execution flow consists of the functional

routines I, 2, 4, 5 and 6. Functional routines can be seen as autonomic entities that perform

several closely to each other related actions. As such, the best moment to process questions will

probably be at the end of every functional routine. This implies that questions that are received

during the execution of a certain functional routine have to be queued until that functional routine

has been finished. In some cases where the execution of a functional routine could take rather

long (for example accessing a database), functional routines will probably have to be modified in

such a way that an incoming question could be processed immediately. In this way the

responsetime to a question could be kept to a minimum.

9.5.1 Information to be exchanged.

In this paragraph an indication is given of the types of information that could be possibly

exchanged between services via a chain of 'Questions & Answers'. It should be stated that the

several types discussed here are a first step towards the exchange of information between two

services and that a more complete and detailed list may be obtained by careful service analysis

during the several life cycle phases (see chapter 3) of a service.
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• User interaction information - This kind of information could be asked for by a service to

fmd out whether another service has already performed some interaction with a certain user.

This could for example be a specific announcement or the input of a PIN-code.

• Information about the account to be charged - This type of message could be used to ask

whether the party to be charged has changed and more specific which account is being

charged and if a special tariff is applied.

• Number translation information - This message could be used for asking if a service has

.changed a certain number. For example the A subscriber number or the B subscriber number

could have been changed by a service.

• Used resources information - For this kind of information could be asked by a service to

fmd out whether certain resources are already in use for the corresponding call. For example

the use of a conference bridge. In most systems, a bridge is a limited resource and only one is

available for each subscriber.

• Information about the number of parties involved - This kind of information could be

asked for to fmd out if another service initiated the involvement of more than two parties in

the call, for example a three-party call.

• Information about the monitoring of certain events - A service could ask another service

which events it monitors; i.e. which DPs are armed by that service as an EDP-R. More

specific, a service could ask which actions are taken by that other service after receiving the

event.

• Information about the type of service - This information could be asked for to fmd out the

identity of another service; i.e. the type of service. For example a service could ask whether

the other service already involved in the call, is service X. This could be used for taking

decisions on precedence and pre-emption.

• Information about services inhibited - A service could ask another service for a list of

services that are inhibited to be executed on the same call by that service. The service that

asked for this kind of information check itself whether it is present in this list. In a more

direct case, a service could ask whether it is allowed to execute.

In order to be able to compose an answer to a question, services will have to keep record of the

actions they perform during their execution; i.e. their history should be memorised. The storage of

these actions will probably have to be done by means of databases that are distributed over the

several SCFs involved in a call.
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9.5.2 Standardization of information.

For the creation of a generic protocol that supports the infonnation exchange between selVices,

standardization of the infonnation that can be included in questions and answers will be

necessary. Already during the specification phase of a selVice, it will have to be indicated what

kind of infonnation could be worthwhile to be asked for. This should be described in a unifonn

way, for example by means of a template. The questions in such a template could be based for

example on the behavioural specification and pre-conditions of a selVice. In this context, pre

conditions can be seen as conditions that have to hold before a selVice is executed. By means of
communication with another selVice already involved in the same call, a selVice could check

whether all its pre-conditions hold. An example of a pre-condition might be the requirement that

no rerouting has taken place previously.

Moreover, each selVice has to be designed in such a way that it is able to respond to questions in

a generic way by means of standardized answers. Therefore, once a standardized list of questions

is made, selVice designers have to design their selVices in such a way that an answer can be given

to each of the questions on that list. In this context it can be mentioned that in general one wants

to be able to express the semantics of questions and answers in the infonnation to be exchanged.

9.6 Some examples.

In this paragraph three examples are described to clarify how the principle of communication via

'Questions & Answers' between two selVices involved in the same call could be used.

9.6.1 The CCC and VM service.

Considered here are the Credit Card Calling (ccq selVice and the Voice Mail (VM) selVice.

The CCC selVice allows the caller to be automatically charged on a bank card account, for any

type of outgoing call. The caller has to dial his card number and his PIN-code, then the called

number. The VM selVice stores messages for users and enables them to retrieve and hear their

messages stored in their voice mailbox by dialling the mailbox selVice number and afterwards

entering his PIN-code. In this example it is assumed that the subscriber of the selVices is using
the same PIN-code for both the selVices. The picture on the next page illustrates this situation.
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SCF2

Communication:

1. User A already asked to enter his
PIN-code?

2. Yes, asked for PIN-code.

3. This PIN-<:ode can be provided?

4. Yes, PIN-code .. 1234.

• Fig. 9.10 Example with CCC and VM service.

In this case user A wants to access the messages in his mailbox from an arbitrary terminal and

wants the call to be billed on his bank card account. User A is connected to SSFI and after

invocation, the CCC service will be executed in SCFI as depicted in the left side of figure 9.10.

As a result the user will be asked to dial his card number, to enter his PIN-code and fmally to dial

the number to be called. In this situation the number to be called is the mailbox service number.

SSFI recognizes this special number and routes the call to the exchange that is connected to the

mailbox (SSF2). During call processing in SSF2, the VM service will be invoked and executed in

SCF2. Without the ability to communicate with other services, the VM service would ask the user

to authenticate himself by entering his PIN-code, thus causing an inconvenient situation because

the user is asked twice to enter his PIN-code.

The example shows the situation where the problem is solved by means of communication

between the two services involved in the call. Mter receiving the SLPP, SLIM2 is able to

establish a communication path with SLIMl. As a result the SLPIs corresponding to the CCC

and VM service for this specific call, are able to communicate with each other via a chain of

'Questions & Answers' as indicated in the figure. Before playing an announcement to the user to

authenticate himself, the SLPI corresponding to the VM service will now ask the SLPI

corresponding to the CCC service if it already asked the user to authenticate himself. Because

this is already the case, the VM service will take the decision not to ask the user to enter his PIN

code, thus preventing the inconvenient situation that the user is asked a second time to enter his

PIN-code.

9.6.2 The CFU and TPP service.

In this example the interaction between the Call Forwarding Unconditional (CFU) service and

Terminating Pin Protection (TPP) service as described in example 2 of chapter 6, is taken as a

starting point. The situation is depicted in figure 9.11 on the next page.
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s,; CFU c,...
••• 2~ II ;
/;::::::::::::::::~
I , 3.
I I
I I

I I
I I

1. I I 1. A calls B.

I I 2. The call is redi'ecled to C.
I I
I I 3. A is asked to compose a pincode he is not aware of.

UI
• Fig. 9.11 Example with CFU and TPP services.

If it is assumed that user A and B are connected to the same exchange while user C is connected

to a different exchange, then the situation can be described with the general functional

management model as depicted in the figure below.

SCF 1

-------~--------------------
1

Communication path

SCF2

Communication:

1. Dialled number has been
changed ?

2. Yes.

• Fig. 9.12 Example of communication between CFU and TPP service.

The problem in this situation is that user A is asked to compose a PIN-code he is not aware of

because he doesn't know that the actual destination has changed from user B to user C according

to the CPU service. Thus even if user A knows the PIN-code corresponding to user C, he will not

be able to enter it.

A possible solution to this problem could be achieved with communication between the two

services as indicated in figure 9.12. The TPP service makes an inquiry whether the other service

involved in the call (in this case the CPU service) has changed the dialled number. As a result the

CPU service informs the TPP service that it has indeed changed the dialled number. With this

information the TPP service is able to undertake several actions. For example it could be decided

to play an announcement to user A in which the name of user C is given, before asking user A to

compose the PIN-code. In this way user A will be aware that the actual destination has changed

to user C and is able to get through the line if he knows the PIN-code corresponding to user C.

The example shows that the concession to be made by user C is that he should be willing to
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provide his name in case the call is redirected. Another solution could be the use of distinctive

ringing. Via communication with the CFU service, the TPP service knows whether the call is

redirected or not. Therefore, different ringing tones could be used for direct calls to user C and

redirected calls.

The example shows that communication between two services can be used to provide more
flexible ways for managing interactions between those services.

9.6.3 The CCNRand CW service.

Considered here are the Call Completion on No Reply (CCNR) and the Call Waiting (CW)
service. The CCNR service allows a calling user to disconnect the present call in case the called

party is not replying. Mterwards the line of the called party will be monitored in order to
determine when the destination line is next used (on its release). At this point the CCNR user will
be called back by the destination party. The CW feature enables a user to be notified of an
incoming call when his line is already engaged. To the calling party a normal ringing-tone is sent.

The next figure shows a situation where user A has subscribed to the CCNR service while user B
has subscribed to the CW service. Moreover, it is assumed that user B is calling user C. When

user A calls user B, he may not know that the call is busy since he hears a normal ringing tone as
a result of the activation of the CW service by user B. Only if an announcement is sent, user A

knows that the call may be completed by the CW service and will therefore probably never

activate the CCNR service.

SCF1

-------~--------------------1

Communication pBlh

SCF2

Communication:

1. Completion of call ?

2. Yes.

• Fig. 9.13 Example of communication between CCNR and CW service.

Communication between the two services could provide a solution here. As indicated in the
figure, the CCNR service asks whether the other service (CW) already involved in the call, wants

to complete the call. This is the case and therefore the CCNR service decides to play an

announcement to user A to indicate that the call may be completed without activating CCNR.
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9.7 Negotiation techniques.

The communication in the form of 'Questions & Answers' as described in the previous
paragraphs could be seen as a simple form of negotiation between two services involved in the
same call; a service makes an inquiry, waits for an answer and afterwards continues its
processing. The service that is being questioned acts more or less in a passive way. In more

sophisticated forms of negotiation, the service that is being questioned could be more actively
involved in the negotiation process; i.e. could respond to a question in a more dynamic way. The

following techniques can be considered as a fIrst step towards a more 'mature' form of

negotiation between two services:

• Counter-questions - A service that is being questioned, can create an answer in the form of
a counter-question. Mter sending this counter-question to the other service, it waits for an

answer. Upon receiving this answer, a decision can be taken how to answer the fIrst

question. An example situation is shown in the next fIgure...,
,
.4

Busy event monitored ?

Yes

GD,

~

, Redirection on busy allowed ?
,..

( Call redirected before? )~Yes.., ,
, No ,

~,

• Fig. 9.13 Answer in the form of a counter question.

The example shows a situation where the fIrst service generates a counter-question before
answering the 'Redirection on busy allowed ?' question. Mter this counter-question is

answered ('Yes') by the second service, the fIrst service makes a decision on how to answer

the 'Redirection on busy allowed l' question. The answer ('No') is sent to the second

service. This approach makes feasible that the answer given by the service that is being
questioned, can depend on actions that already have been or are going to be performed by the

service that generated the question.

• Notifications - In case a service is asked whether a certain action has already been

performed and the given answer is negative, this service could include a question in the

answer for fmding out if the other service wants to be notifIed if the action is going to be
performed later on.
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(I.
,

B-nr has been changed?

No, maybe later on. Send notification ?
to

Yes, send notification.

Notification that B-nr has been changed
to'

• Fig. 9.14 An example of providing a notification.

The example shows a situation where the second service sends the 'B-nr has been changed'

question. The fIrst service has not changed the B-nr, but could do so later on. Therefore it

includes a question in its answer for fmding out whether the second service wants to be

notifIed if it is going to change the B-nr. In this situation the second service indicates that it

would like to be notifIed by sending the 'Yes, send notifIcation' answer. As a result, a

notifIcation is sent by the fIrst service in case the B-nr has been changed.

• Proposals - An even more sophisticated form of negotiation would be the ability for services

to generate proposals. Such a proposal could be used to generate alternative answers to a

certain question. The service that receives the proposal, could respond by sending a counter

proposal. In the next fIgure, an example is depicted.

~,

A-nr has been modified ?

Yes

OriginalA-nr can be provided ?

No. but name can be provided

Provide name

Name is 'Eric Sson'

~,

to

to'

• Fig. 9.15 Example of a proposal.

The example shows a situation where the second service generates a question for asking if
the original A-nr can be provided. The fIrst service receives this question and after analysing
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it, a proposal is sent that states that it is not possible to provide the original A-nr but that the

name of the user corresponding to. this A-nr could be provided. The second service agrees to

this proposal by sending the 'Provide name' message and as a result the name will be

provided by the fIrSt service.

In general, services will be restricted regarding the information they can send to other

services during negotiation. Therefore they will have to infer/anticipate what other services

are trying to accomplish and, if they receive unacceptable proposals, what might constitute a

reasonable alternative. As such a kind of reasoning mechanism might have to be included in

the services.

It seems that the above approaches can be useful in the context of creating a flexible way for

resolving interactions. Especially the ability to generate proposals and counter-proposals could be

effective because the desired behaviour of both parties could be taken into account in the best

possible way. These approaches seem to be closely related to Distributed Artificial Intelligence

(DAI) techniques [Grif94, Velt93] and as such the implementations will require most probably

quite some adaptations of current IN implementations.

9.8 Protocol requirements.

The generic functional management model as depicted in figure 8.1 shows that the execution of

two services involved in a single call is distributed over two SCFs. Therefore, an open (i.e.

standardized) protocol is needed for the communication between these services. With respect to

the several negotiation techniques discussed perviously, the following requirements can be stated

for the protcol used for communication between two services:

• Session oriented protocol • In general it takes a lot of time to establish a communication

path between services. Therefore it seems most feasible to inititate a session between two

services instead of setting-up a new communication path everytime two services want to

exchange information. Such a session is specific for a certain pair of services and exists until

one of the services terminates. During a session, several standardized messages between two

services might be exchanged like questions, proposals etc.

• Processing delay· The time that passes between sending a message and receiving a response

to that message, should be restricted to a minimum. This is because in general message

passing between services is sequential; i.e. the sender waits for the receiver to act upon the

message sent and to return the control.
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• Throughput. From all the negotiation techniques discussed, it can be concluded that in

general relative less data is exchanged between two services that are involved in the same
call. Therefore it can be expected that only a low throughput has to be supported by the

protocol.

• Extendibility· The protocol must be flexible enough so that it can be easily adapted when

the exchange of new information should be supported. Therefore messages will have to be

composed of certain parameters that might be changed. In the next figure an example

overview is given of the parts a message may consist of. The message type indicates the type

of message. The fixed parameter part is mandatory. An optional parameter part is included

that might be used for the storage of some additional information. An example of a message

type could be 'Changed'. Parameters could for example be 'b-nr' or 'a-nr' .

• Fig. 9.16 Overview of message parts.

From the above it can be concluded that the protocol for communication between two services

may be based on the ISUP or INAP protocols. These protocols are both based on Signalling

System No.7 (SS7).

9.9 Inter-organization aspects.

In case two IN supported services are involved in a single call, these services could belong both to

a single or to different organizations (e.g. network operators, service providers). The next figure

shows the situation where two services involved in the same call, belong to different organizations

in the generic functional management model.

Organization A

Commun""/on ""III
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

ISUP

Organization B

ERICSSON Ii

• Fig. 9.17 Services provided by different organizations.
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In this figure it is assumed that both organizations act as both network operator and service

provider. The separation between the two organizations is indicated by the dashed line. Service 1
is provided by organization A (left side), while service 2 is provided by organization B (right
side). The communication path between the two services is a direct SCF-SCF communication
path as described before in paragraph 9.4; i.e. except the SLPP, no information between the two
services is passed via the INAP and ISUP interfaces. With respect to the information to be

exchanged over this communication path between two communicating services belonging to
different organizations, the following issues can be stated:

• Privacy. In general it can be expected that service providers would like to restrict the
disclosure of information regarding the implementation of a specific service as much as

possible. Moreover, a user could want several information (for example a bankaccount
number) to be confidential and therefore prohibit this information to be passed to other

organizations.

• Security· If information is being provided by a service to a service of another service
provider, it should be ensured that this information is used in a proper and secure way by that

other service provider.

• Mutual trust • The level of mutual trust between different organizations is important in
relation to the repudiation of the exchange of information between services. As such,

agreements will most probably have to be made between the several service providers in
order to come to a consistent way of exchanging information to each other.

As discussed in paragraph 9:5.2 the information that can be exchanged has to be standardized. In
a way, such a standardization implies what kind of information exchange should be supported by
the several service providers. However, in order to be able to indicate whether some kind of
information might be passed to another organization, a mark could be added to each type of
information. Such a mark could be based on the fact whether some specific user information (for

example a PIN-code) or some specific service information (for example the monitoring of an
event) is not allowed to be exchanged.

It should be mentioned here that in general it holds that the more information is available, the

more flexible the communication between services can be and thus conflicts can be handled.
Therefore it should be well considered by both service providers and users which information
they want to keep confidential.
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9.10 Summary and conclusions.

In general, two selVices involved in a single call, are invoked and executed independently from

each other. Therefore in general a form of communication is necessary to control the overall
process. In order to be able to establish a communication path between two selVices, selVices
need to be aware that another selVice is present in the call and moreover how to contact that other
selVice. Therefore a SelVice Logic Program Parameter (SLPP) has been introduced that is

composed of a SelVice Logic Program Instance Number (SLPIN) and an SCF Identifier (SI). The
SLPIN is used to assign a unique number to every SLPI in a single SCF. The SI is used to assign
a unique number to each SCF. By transferring this SLPP to a newly invoked selVice, a

communication path between this selVice and another selVice already involved in the call, can be
established. For this SLPP transfer both INAP and ISUP will have to be adapted, most probably

by adding some extra messages.

Two types of communication paths have been investigated. An indirect communication path via
the existing INAP/ISUP signalling and a direct SCF-SCF communication path. Based on

standardization, network impact and connection set-up issues, it has been concluded that a direct

SCF-SCF communication path is best suited for communication between two selVices.

The proposed form of communication is working according to the principle of a chain of

'Questions & Answers'. This is a relative simple form of communication in which selVices are
able to question other selVices in order to retrieve information relevant to call processing.

Currently this kind of communication between selVices is not possible and therefore SLPs will
have to be modified in order to support such a form of communication.

For a consistent operation, the information to be exchanged will have to be standardized.
Therefore a standardized list of questions and answers will have to be developed after careful and
precise analysis of selVices. Several examples are described to illustrate that only relevant

information is exchanged between selVices and that in some cases interaction problems can be
handled in a more flexible and dynamic way by such a form of communication.

Besides the 'Question & Answer' technique some other, more mature communication techniques

have been investigated. A negotiation method in which selVices may generate proposals and

counter-proposals could be useful in the context of creating a flexible way for resolving
interactions. However, the implementation of such a technique would require quite some
adaptations of current IN implementations.

Finally, it was found that issues like privacy, security and mutual trust become important in case
different selVices on a single call are provided by different organizations.
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10. Conclusions and recommendations.

In this chapter the conclusions for the project are presented together with some recommendations in the

form of a list of several items that can be used for further study.

10.1 Conclusions.

Current standards and implementations are mainly focused at the provision of individual IN
supported services during a call. However, the number of calls involving multiple IN supported
services will increase rapidly and therefore forms an interesting area of study. This report
describes the research efforts that have been done in order to identify important issues related to
multiple IN supported services on a single call and support the search for solutions to the
problems encountered. In view of the results of the project, the following conclusions are drawn:

• An SSF, inter SSF and SCF topology have been identified. With these three types of
topologies the topologic situation of a call can be described. For the case that only two IN
supported services are involved in a single call, sixteen different topologic situations were
identified. The invocation order of services may be sequential or simultaneously. When it
comes to the CS-l recommendations, services are only allowed to be executed simultaneously
if they are having control over different BCSMs.

• The main problem encountered when discussing multiple IN supported services on a single
call was the service interaction problem. An extensive literature study made obvious that the
service interaction problem as a whole constitutes a large, hard and complex area of research.
Besides of being technical, service interaction problems can also be policy of nature, making
problems divers. Therefore among others, categorization of interaction problems will be
necessary in order to handle them in a proper way. Interaction problems have to be tackled at
all the phases of the service life cycle. In all probability not a single technique but a
combination of several techniques will be necessary in order to address the service interaction
problem as a whole.

• In general it can be concluded that BCSM and DP processing as currently indicated by the
CS-l recommendations avoids, or rather postpones, to deal with interaction problems.
Potential service interaction problems are recognized but, because of their complexity, they
are considered beyond the scope of CS-l.

• From the viewpoint of the DFP it seems that service interaction problems during the service
execution phase can't be handled only at SSF or SCF level. Interaction management in the
SSF takes place before services are executed and is restricted to rather static approaches like
priority tables. The SCF is involved in the execution of services and therefore interaction
management in this entity is most suited for the development of more flexible and dynamic
ways for handling service interactions.
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• The several topologic situations a call may have in case only two IN supported selVices are
involved in a single call, have been reduced. This resulted in a generic functional management
model. From this model it was concluded that in general selVices are executed independently
from each other and that a form of communication will be necessary in order to process the .
complete call.

• A foundation was laid for a concept in which selVice interactions may be handled in a more
flexible and dynamic way. Communication between two selVices was proposed, based on
providing a newly invoked selVice with the address of the selVice already involved in the
same call in order to set-up a communication session. It was concluded that both INAP and
ISUP will have to be adapted by some additional new messages. For the form of
communication a technique based on the principle of 'Questions & Answers' was proposed.
It was shown that with this form of communication in some cases interactions may be
handled in a positive way.

10.2 Items for further study.

• According to the CS-l recommendations, an overall view of a call can only be achieved by
defIning relations between the originating and terminating call models implicitly. Managing
selVice interaction problems may become simpler using a call oriented selVice model since
selVices could then be analysed within the scope of the entire call.

• This report focuses on selVice interaction problems related to the execution phase of the
selVice life cycle. However, in order to come to a solution to the selVice interaction problem
as a whole, the relation between the approaches for the several phases (i.e. the design,
develop and execution phase) will have to be investigated.

• In paragraph 7.2.1 some ideas were presented for more flexible and dynamic interaction
management in the SSF. More detailed research will have to be done to fmd out whether this
methods could be feasible.

• It should be investigated to which extent the communication between selVices based on the
principle of 'Questions & Answers' could be easily implemented. Ericsson's IN simulator
could be used for this purpose.

• In the discussion of communication between selVices, timing issues were left out of
consideration. When it comes to an implementation, a thoroughful analysis of timing actions
will be necessary.

• In paragraph 9.8 issues related to the exchange of information between serVices that belong
to different organizations were discussed. In the near future it can be expected that this kind
of situations will increase (e.g. mobility). Therefore investigations into aspects like privacy,
security and mutual trust are important.
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Abbreviations

AAB
ATM

BCM
BCP

BCSM

CCAF
CCC
CCF
CCFB
CCIS
CCITT
CCNR

CFB
CFU
cm
CM
CND
CS

CW

DFP
DP

EDP

ETSI

FE
FEA
FIM
FR

GFP
GSL
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Automatic Alternate Billing

Asynchronous Transfer Mode

Basic Call Manager

Basic Call Process

Basic Call State Model

Call Control Agent Function

Credit Card Calling

Call Control Function

Credit Card Follow-on on Busy

Common Channel Inband Signalling

International Consultative Committee for Telephone and Telegraph

Call Completion on No Reply

Call Forwarding on Busy

Call Forwarding Unconditional

Call Instance Data

Call Manager

Calling Number Delivery

Capability Set

Call Waiting

Distributed Functional Plane

Detection Point

Event Detection Point

European Telecommunications Standards Institute

Functional Entity

Functional Entity Action

Feature Interaction Manager

Functional Routine

Global Functional Plane

Global Service Logic
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lAM
IF
IN
INAL
INAP
INCM
INFM
IN-SM
IP
ISDN
lTU

LAP

NNI

OCS
OS

PAM
PE
PIC
POI
POR
POTS
pp

PSPDN
PSTN

SCE
SCEF
SCF
SDF
SEE
SF
SI
sm
SLC
SLEE
SLIM
SLP
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Initial Address Message
Information Flow
Intelligent Network
Intelligent Network Application Laboratory
Intelligent Network Application Protocol
Intelligent Network Conceptual Model
Intelligent Network Functional Model
IN Switching Manager
Intelligent Peripheral
Integrated Services Digital Network
International Telecommunications Union

Look Ahead Procedure

Network Node Interface

Originating Call Screening
Operating Systems

Pass Along Message
Physical Entity
Point In Call
Point Of Initiation
Point Of Return
Plain Old Telephony Service
Physical Plane
Packet Switched Public Data Network
Public Switched Telephone Network

Service Creation Environment
Service Creation Environment Function
Service Control Function
Specialized Data Function
Service Execution Environment
Service Feature
Service Identifier
Service Independent Building Block
Service Life Cycle
Service Logic Execution Environment
Service Logic Interaction Manager
Service Logic Program
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SLPI
SLPIN
SLPP
SMF
SMAF
SN
SP
SPC
SRF
SS7
SSD
SSF

TDP
TPP
TSM

UN
UNI
UP!'

VM
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SelVice Logic Program Instance
SelVice Logic Program Instance Number
SelVice Logic Program Parameter
SelVice Management Function
SelVice Management Agent Function
SelVice Node
SelVice Plane
Stored Program Control
SelVice Resources Function
Signalling Sytem No.7
Service Support Data
SelVice Switching Function

Trigger Detection Point
Terminating Pincode Protection
Trigger Shifting Method

Unlisted Number
User Network Interface
Universal Personal Telecommunication

Voice Mail

Abbreviations
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Appendix: BCSM descriptions.

Originating BCSM for CS·1
The originating half of the BCSM corresponds to that portion of the BCSM associated with the
originating party (see figure A-I). The description for each of the PICs in the originating half of the
BCSM are described below:

• Fig. A·1 Originating BCSM forCS-1.

1. O_NulI &Authorize_Origination_Attempt

Entry event: Disconnect and clearing of a previous call (DPs 9 - O_Disconnect and 10
0_Abandon)' or default handling of exceptions by SSF/CCF completed.

Functions:

Interface (line/trunk) is idled (no call exists). Supervision is being provided.

Given an indication from an originating party of a desire to place an outgoing call (e.g. offhook,
ISUP lAM message), the authority/ability of the party to place the call with given properties (e.g.
bearer capability, line restrictions) is verified. The types of authorization to be performed may vary
for different types of originating resources (e.g. for lines vs. trunks).

Exit event:

Indication of desire to place outgoing call (e.g. offhook, ISUP lAM message) and authority/ability
to place outgoing call verified (DP 1 - Origination_AttempCAuthorized).

Authority/ability to place outgoing call denied (Exception).
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2. CollecClnformation

Entry event: Indication of desire to place outgoing call (e.g. ofthook, ISUP lAM message) and
authority/ability to place outgoing call verified (DP 1 - Origination_Attempt_Authorized).

Functions:

Initial infonnation package/dialling string (e.g. service codes, prefixes, dialled address digits)
being collected from originating party. Infonnation being examined according to dialling plan to
detennine end of collection. No further action may be required if an en bloc signalling method is in
use (e.g. an ISDN user using en bloc signalling, an incoming SS No.7 trunk).

Exit events:

Availability of complete initial infonnation package/dialling string from originating party. (DP 2 
Collected_Info).

Originating party abandons call. (10 - O_Abandon).

Infonnation collection error has occurred (e.g. invalid dial string fonnat) (Exception).

Comment: Some digit analysis is required to detennine the end of dialling. However, it is assumed
that this analysis may be modelled as separable from the rest of digit analysis, which occurs in
PIC 3, Analyse_Infonnation. There is no intention to specify an implementation. However, a
switch should externally present the separable view described for closed numbering plans.

3. Analyse_Information

Entry event: Availability of complete initial infonnation package/dialling string from originating
party. (DP 2 - Collected_Info).

Function: Infonnation being analysed and/or translated according to dialling plan to detennine
routing address and call type (e.g. local exchange call, transit exchange call, international
exchange call).

Exit events:

Availability of routing address and nature of address. (DP 3 - Analysed_Info).

Originating party abandons calls. (DP 10 - O_Abandon).

Unable to analyse and translate dial string in the dialling plan (Exception).

Comments:

Note that routing address does not necessarily mean that the final physical route has been
detennined (e.g. route list has not been searched, hunt groups have not yet been searched, directory
number has not yet been translated to physical port address), though this may be the case (e.g.
when routing to a specific private facility).

4. Routing and alerting (encompasses the following general BCSM PICs:
SelecCRoute, Authorize_Call_Setup, Call_Sent, and O_Alertlng)

Entry events:

Availability of routing address and call type. (DP 3 - Analysed_Info).
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Functions:

Routing address and call type being interpreted. The next route is being selected. This may involve
sequentially searching a route list, translating a directory number into physical port address, etc.
The individual destination resource out of a resource group (e.g. a multi-line hunt group, a trunk
group) is not selected. In some cases (e.g. an analogue line interface), a single resource (not a
group) is selected.

Authority of originating party to place this particular call being verified (e.g. checking business
group restrictions, toll restrictions, route restrictions). The types of authorization checks to be
performed may depend upon the type of originating resource (e.g. line vs. trunk).

Call is being processed by the terminating half BCSM. Continued processing of call setup
(e.g. ringing, audible ring indication) is taking place. Waiting for indication from terminating half
BCSM that the call has been answered by terminating party.

Exit events:

Indication from the terminating half BCSM that the call is accepted and answered by terminating
party (e.g. terminating party goes offhook, ISUP answer message received) (DP 7 - O_Answer).

Unable to select a route (e.g. unable to determine a correct route, no more routes on route list) or
indication from the terminating half BCSM that call cannot be presented to the terminating party
(e.g. network congestion) (DP 4 - Route_SelecCFailure).

Indication from the terminating half BCSM that the terminating party is busy (DP 5 
O_Called_Party_Busy).

Indication from the terminating half BCSM that the terminating party does not answer within a
specified time period (DP 6 - O_No_Answer).

Originating party abandons call (DP 10 - O_Abandon).

Authority of calling party to place this call is denied (Exception).

5. O_Actlve

Entry event: Indication from the terminating half BCSM that the call is accepted and answered by
terminating party. (DP 7 - O_Answer).

Function: Connection established between originating and terminating party. Message
accounting/charging data may be being collected. Call supervision is being provided.

Exit events:

A service/service feature request is received from the originating party (e.g. DTMF, hook flash).
(DP 8 - O_Mid_Call).

A disconnect indication (e.g. onhook, SS7 release message) is received from the originating party,
or received from the terminating party via the terminating half BCSM. (DP 9 - O_Disconnect).

A connection failure occurs (Exception).

Comments:

A terminating party may disconnect then reconnect before the expiration of disconnect timing. In
this case, the call is considered to remain in the O_Active PIC.

Disconnect indications and treatment are asymmetrical in the way disconnect timing is applied.
Disconnect treatment and timing is different for call attempts originating from ISDN and analogue
line interfaces.
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6. O_Exception

Entry event: An exception condition is encountered (as described above for each PIC).

Function: Default handling of the exception condition is being provided. This includes general
actions necessary to ensure no resources remain inappropriately allocated, such as:

If any relationships exist between the SSF and SCF(s), send an error information flow to the
SCF(s) closing the relationships and indicating that any outstanding call handling instructions will
not run to completion.

If an SCF previously requested that call parameters be provided at the end of the call, these should
be included in the error information flow.

The SSF/CCF should make use of vendor-specific procedures to ensure release of resources within
the SSF/CCF so that line, trunk, and other resources are made available for new calls.

Exit event: Default handling of the exception condition by SSF/CCF completed (Transition to
O_Null & Authorize_Origination_Attempt PIC).

Terminating BCSM for CS·1
The terminating half of the BCSM corresponds to that portion of the BCSM associated with the
terminating party (see attached figure A-2). The description for each of the PICs in the terminating half
of the BCSM are described below:

• Fig. A·2 Terminating BCSM for CS-1.

7. T_Null &Authorize_Termlnatlon_Attempt

Entry event: Disconnect and clearing of a previous call (DPs 17 - T_Disconnect or 18
T_Abandon), or default handling of exceptions by SSF/CCF completed.
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Function:

Interface (line/trunk) is idled (no call exists, no call reference exists, etc.). Supervision is being
provided.

Given an indication of an incoming call received from the originating half BCSM, authority to
route this call to the terminating party is being verified (e.g. business group restrictions, restricted
incoming access to line, bearer capability compatibility). This function may not be applicable for
terminations to trunks.

Exit event:

Indication of incoming call received from originating half BCSM and authority to route call to a
specified terminating resource (or group) verified. (DP 12 - Term_AttempCAuthorized)

Indication of incoming call received from originating half BCSM and authority to route call to
specified terminating resource (or group) denied. (Exception)

8. Select_Facility & Present_Call

Entry event: Indication of incoming call received from originating half BCSM and authority
to route call to a specified terminating resource (or group) verified. (DP 12 
Term_AttempcAuthorized)

Functions:

A particular available resource in the specified resource group is being selected. It is possible that
all resources in the group could be busy. A single resource is treated as a group of size 1.

Terminating resource informed of incoming call (e.g. line seizure, ISUP lAM message). In the case
of an analogue line, ringing is applied.

Exit events:

Terminating party is being alerted (e.g. ringing being applied, ISUP ACM message). (Transition to
T_Alerting PIC)

All resources in group busy or busy indication received from terminating party. (DP 13 
T_Called_Party_Busy)

Call is accepted and answered by terminating party (e.g. terminating party goes ofthook, ISUP
answer message received) (DP 15 - T_Answer)

Indication of originating party abandon received from originating half BCSM. (DP 18 
T_Abandon)

Cannot present call (e.g. ISDN user determined busy, ISDN-UP release message with busy cause)
(Exception)

9. T_Alertlng

Entry event: Terminating party is being alerted of incoming call

Function: An indication is sent to the originating half BCSM that the terminating party is being
alerted. Continued processing of call setup (e.g. ringing, audible ring indication) is taking place.
Waiting for the call to be answered by terminating party.

Exit events:

Terminating party does not answer within a specified duration. (DP 14 - T_No_Answer)
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Call is accepted and answered by tenninating party (e.g. tenninating party goes offhook, ISUP
answer message received) (DP 15 - T_Answer)

Indication of originating party abandon received from originating half BCSM. (DP 18 
T_Abandon)

Comment: For tenninations to SS No. 7 trunk groups, this PIC is entered upon the receipt of an
address complete (ACM) message.

10. T_Actlve

Entry Events: Call is accepted and answered by tenninating party (e.g. tenninating party goes
offhook, ISUP answer message received) (DP 15 - T_Answer)

Function: An indication is sent to the originating half BCSM that the tenninating party has
accepted and answered the call. Connection established between originating and tenninating party.
Call supervision is being provided.

Exit events:

A service/service feature request is received from the tenninating party (e.g. DTMF, hook flash).
(DP 16 - T_Mid_Call)

A disconnect indication (e.g. onhook, SS7 release message) is received from the tenninating party,
or received from the originating party via the originating half BCSM. (DP 17 - T_Disconnect)

A connection failure occurs. (Exception)

Comments:

A tenninating party may disconnect then reconnect before the expiration of disconnect timing. In
this case, the call is considered to remain in the T_Active PIC.

Disconnect indications and treatment are asymmetrical in the way disconnect timing is applied.

11. T_Exception

Entry event: An exception condition is encountered (as described above for each PIC)

Function: An indication of the exception condition is sent to the originating half BCSM. Default
handling of the exception condition is being provided. This includes general actions necessary to
ensure no resources remain inappropriately allocated, such as:

If any relationships exist between the SSF and SCF(s), send an error infonnation flow to the
SCF(s) closing the relationships and indicating that any outstanding call handling instructions will
not be run to completion.

If an SCF previously requested that call parameters be provided at the end of the call, these should
be included in the error infonnation flow.

The SSF/CCF should make use of vendor-specific procedures to ensure release of resources within
the SSF/CCF so that line, trunk, and other resources are made available for new calls.

Exit event: Default handling of the exception condition by SSF/CCF completed (Transition to
T_Null & Tennination_AttempCAuthorized PIC).
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